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THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE

Hi Everyone, part of the predictions of this time and not understood is the coming of the WAVE. I
have been hearing it for around 6 weeks or so now. High pitched tone in the ears that has a tinkly
tuning fork, bell sort of tone to it. I don't have one word to describe it with. We are carrying this on
my website now, because it is becoming more intense. And its IMPORTANT, as it is an energy
that is going to penetrate ALL of matter, and cause many of you to "feel" the God within. It will be
felt physically and will frighten many.
You may ask questions in this thread, or perhaps post something from another site that seems to
fit, but I reserve the right to control the material and will remove inappropriate posts per usual. I
want this to be an information thread, so I will also remove general chat posts if they become too
numerous because I want people to have the meat, and not have to fish thru pages and pages of
material to find the meat. There was another thread started here in early February, Called The
One Has Arrived, but it was misunderstood, but I might see if there are some good posts in it to
add here, or readers may add some, but I reserve the right, because of the nature of my teaching
and commitment to remove material that is not accurate enough. Also there is a thread by
Urantian, called Stasis, the Interval of NON time started 2 years ago when we first introduced the
topic.
The first post, which is one of my favorites, is this one by THOTH, yes, the THOTH of the Emerald
Green Tablets, thru Leonette. She does this sort of material well with him. They make a nice team.
I made a request for this, because we needed something a bit scientific about what the WAVE is. I
have several posts on my website thru various ones and will add them one at a time over the next
day or so, so the thread stays up on front periodically. I made other material, in terms of short
posting around earth changes and the like to it.
OK, Here's THOTH.
Thoth thru Leo, a Science perpsective on the WAVE.
09/03/2011
Commenced last night (10:00pm 08/03/2011) and continued today....
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I asked Thoth to give some information on ‗the Wave‘ in a way to help us to assimilate what it does
and how it will affect our world.. The following is what I received.
―The Wave is a projection from Source that occurs in tandem with the ‗closing off‘ of a period of
activity relative to a planetary system‘s growth and development.
It is a ‗pulsing rhythm‘ that attenuates from the ‗Primal Sound‘ and builds up in layers like a series
of Sound Waves to a level where the intensity of the resultant vibration is strengthened to a point
of implosion. That point, however, is only reached when circumstances have sufficiently been ‗fine
tuned‘ to ensure ‗that‘ which is being calibrated‘ can ‗see the face of God‘ without losing
consciousness.
All planetary systems which extend outward from Source will be ‗bathed‘ in this Primal Sound.
Those most separated from Source will be subjected to the more acute ‗tuning‘ elements that
accompany this ‗Sound Wave‖ for that is really what it is.
The ―I AM‘ issues forth the ‗Primal Sound‘ and it is rhythmically discharged in a series of ‗pulsing
sound waves‘, with the lowest intensities being the first to be discharged. As the issued ‗Primal
Sound‘ ‗tunes up‘ whatever it comes into contact with and some density is cleared, the issued
sound reverberates in the form of a secondary echo and returns to the ‗I AM‘ or Source who in turn
projects another ‗pulsed sound wave‘ of greater intensity than the one issued before. This to-ing
and fro-ing of sound waves, moving from lower to higher levels result in an eventual ‗breaking
down‘ of density. With the breaking down of density, all that remains is Spirit, for all density has
been dissolved and as such the dense forms that added to the illusion of ‗separateness‘ become
‗unglued‘. However that particular situation is some way off and it is best discussed and
understood during the period of stasis.
For the moment though the first rhythmic waves are the least intense and are designed to ‗shake‘
everything up at its core. At the higher Cosmic levels the waves will feel like gentle breezes on
one‘s cheek. At the lower levels ALL atomic structures within density will vibrate intensely.
These ―Primal Sounds‘ from the ‗I AM‘ or Source which move through Creation as Sound Waves
consist of super-charged particulates which ‗roar‘ through the Cosmos. You may picture it as an
image of mighty waves rising up out of the oceans and crashing onto the beach, gradually
breaking down anything that stands as a resistance to the ocean‘s waves.
These ‗super-charged particulates‘ are comprised mainly of electrons which literally attach
themselves to each atom that is encountered and ‗electrifies‘ or ‗charges‘ the atom even further.
The ‗electrifying‘ or ‗charging‘ process involves the ‗harmonizing‘ of each atom to the frequency of
each attached ‗super-charged particulate which carries the frequency of the ‗Primal Sound‘. This is
similar to how a ‗tuning fork‘ works. Automatically the atom begins to {{vibrate}} in resonance with
the particular level frequency of the Sound Wave of the ‗Primal Sound‖ which was projected by
Source.
As you know all matter as you see it, is comprised of atoms, held together by sound waves
vibrating at different frequencies. Additionally each coalesced sound wave emits its own
tone...Once the supercharged particulate ‗electrifies‘ or ‗charges‘ the atom to which it is attached, it
effectively changes the nature of the atom......the tonal quality changes and the now
‗supercharged‘, electrified atom emits its own sound or tone. Each supercharged atom making up
particular forms of matter be they humanoid, plant, animal, planetary or celestial... (Yes, celestials,
elementals etc. carry form even though it is less dense than human form) release new tones or
sounds unique to the now supercharged, electrified atomic structures of their being.... The I AM or
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Source responds to these released tones by emitting an even higher level tone of the Primal
Sound that ‗washes‘ over all creation again.. The process is repeated in a rhythmic pattern until
the desired objectives are achieved (which will be explained during stasis).
So to simplify then: ‗The Wave‘ is one of many to come and it is ‗pulsed‘ from the ‗I AM‘. It is like a
Tsunami of Radiance pouring over all creation and embedded with ‗super charged particulates‘
which consist primarily of electrons and which attach to the atomic makeup of ALL matter. The
super-charged particulates, comprised mainly of electrons attach to each atom, ‗electrifies‘ the
atomic structures causing such to vibrate in accord with the frequency conveyed by the supercharged particulates.
This causes changes in vibration which facilitates density changes and/or transformation thereby
resulting in frequency changes to ‗matter&#146;. The changed matter, now emits a new tone
which signals to the ‗I AM‘ that the first level of clearing has been completed. This signal prompts
another round of higher level projection of the ‗Primal Sound‘ from the ‗I AM‘. Each
clearing/transformation to matter is considered an ‗upgrade‘ and this upgrade solicits a higher
version ‗Wave‘.
So to bring it to ‗home‘, the first ‗spray‘ of this initial wave has already ‗hit your shores‘ and you are
now awaiting the ‗crested wave‘ to touchdown. Once that happens all of Life will be prompted, one
way or the other, to find the Divine within.
In spite of what your initial response might be to your perception of what is about to happen, be
reminded that the ultimate objective of this initiative of ‗waves‘ is to cause ALL creation to vibrate
at the same frequency with the ‗I AM‘. To realise that objective requires a gradual build up of
‗vibrational‘ changes in ‗matter‘. Once ‗matter‘ is altered in this way, higher frequency change is
inevitable. At the highest frequencies, one can then be in the presence of the ‗I AM‘ without
becoming overwhelmed by the intensity of the Absolute Love and Glory of the Source. Surely
then, this is what it all comes down to, therefore be in gratitude for the Act of Grace that is being
bestowed on all Creation.
I AM Thoth.
Candace: OK, now for the first simple example of the power of sound. Most of you know that a
soprano opera singer, can shatter a crystal glass. It is the HIGH frequency of sound that does this,
besides also the force of her voice that carries the sound faster. A high pitched squeaky noise
doesn't do it, the force of the high frequency sound wave does. Each octave of music has a higher
vibration, as measured on a GRAPH, and the same is true of matter on this worlds as it responds
to these energies, the vibration is increased. Each level of DENSITY and the dimensions within,
can be compared in this way to the piano which demonstrate visually so well, the increasing
octaves of the creation.
Your DNA is light and is crystalline, become more of a crystalline nature as it carries more light.
While animals are not going to yet have 12 strands of DNA, their DNA is also becoming more
crystalline, and vibrating higher also. I should become easier for all of you to thus see their aura's.
There is even change even with this early wind that I am seeing aura in MATTER right now.
Recently my bathroom counter was glowing in green one evening, and there was not a green
towel or jar which would have reflected the green. I was in a meditative state and saw it.
Another example is from the bible in the power of sound, the story of bringing down the wall of
Jericho by the army going around it and stomping their feet. In face, in the case of explosives like
dynamite, it is the sound (scalar waves) generated that do the actual destruction. Scalar energy
was used to help bring down the towers too, amongst all the other stuff that was done to make
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sure, and make them easy to haul away.
Science has always been wrong on what holds together the atom, and I knew this in my early
science classes, but I could not remember actually the mechanism, but I knew the so call
centrifugal force or whatever we were taught was not correct.
Now, as a reminder, it is simple enough to say that spirit fills up all that space in the atom, it is not
"empty." As your frequency rises, you are still made of atoms, but the atoms take up more "space"
because they acquire more spirit in them. This is why some beings you may see, are light and
fluffy looking of sorts, some you can actually see thru them. This is why spirit beings grow larger,
your real being, your real form, those of those incarnate, these are NOT your real forms, but your
real forms are larger. There is more spirit, bigger atoms in them. All beings still have some atomic
matter in their form, but it's full of spirit. We don't have the right language, I can only use what we
have.
The God particle that is being covered, there are 100 of them, the Ultimaton, in an electron. And
electrons collected together, make up the protons and the neutrons in the nucleus of the atom,
simply stuck together by sound so there is more "mass" of sorts. This incoming wave of sound can
vibrate all that stuff apart, thus leaving just the spirit, as above. This is extremely simplistic, but we
have to work somewhere.
You can often hear wind, can you not? some of that is the wind rustling leaves and the like, but it
has a sound also, as it quickens.
I am hearing the WAVE for several weeks at least now. This is a different sound than that I hear
when the BZ is negative during solar storms. It's a different pitch and I hear it more in the evening,
because sound is carried more when it is dark. AFter a time of hearing this, I began to realize from
memory that I was hearing THE WAVE. it's picking up. Eventually, not long from now, which is
why we are covering it real fast now, more and more people will perceive it.
I am seeing postings on GLP by people feeling and hearing something different. Lots of people are
picking it up. some are feeling terribly pressured already and fear of the unknown of course
increases discomfort, so as people begin to wonder around you, you must start explaining the
wave, which may be as simple as this is the incoming energies predicted in the so called end
times and these usher in the new times, may be enough initially. Do not force the knowledge if
they are not receptive, they will have their time to see, plant your seeds in fertile ground.
I can promise you pretty much that crabby people are very likely as it comes in to get more and
more crabby and either stay out of their way, or attempt gently to put them at ease in some way. It
will be helpful for many to go exercise or walk to work down or expend that some.
Here is an interesting You Tube video a friend sent to me last night. While this isn't the wave per
se at all, its the wind bringing down a bridge built back in the 1940's, I think the way the bridge
waves, and the music the person added to it, will awaken something in you.
[link to www.youtube.com] This is a nice choice of sound with the movie, has lots of interesting
octaves in it. This wave coming may FEEL a bit like this to you. However, it will not do this to the
bridges!
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/12/2011 10:39 PM
-------------------------------------------
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Love is the highest motivation which man may utilize in his universe ascent-Urantia Book

Fresh Revelation for this age found in The Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, The Course in
Miracles (the 365 lessons, NOT the URTEXT which is FULL of BLING and otherwise google
Candace Frieze. Also visit [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com] , Dolores Cannon, and
Conversations with God, in which the main God giving the material is Buddha.
We must build a new SANE world, ONE THAT DOES NOT USE MONEY, for the reason money is
the root of all evil, is that it Enslaves the SOUL. Be about watching Aaron Russo's From Freedom
to Fascism.
Seeking Visionaries,who can and will create the many messianic missions needed to heal Earth
and her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who Know their truth, ( as they listen to Their
Father Fragment) and will strive earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every
moment of everyday, a Holy Event. TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME. There is no special Day for
God. Forget your Sabbath Days. Every Day is the Lord's Day.
----------------------------------------------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 855760
United States
3/12/2011 7:24 PM

#2 I am not posting these in order as being provided. Just as I wish.

Message: WAITING FOR THE WAVE
Seraphin through Rosie, 9 March 2011
R: Seraphin Dearest: I am having trouble going to sleep tonight. Maybe it is the incredible contrast
of witnessing the present carnival festivities here – an accumulation of shallow pleasures – while
simultaneously being aware of the enormity of the incoming ―wave‖ of new consciousness which is
destined to roll over us with profound effects. The tension between these two poles seems so taut
as it to snap, and that tension is somehow caught in my body resulting in an inability to relax and a
constant feeling of being on alert …
S: Yes dearest: your eyes are tired, and sleep would be rewarding, but it is this feeling of alertness
which will be your saving grace. Do not negate it or blame it for your sense of ill-being, for it is a
pointer towards intense living of a kind which is as yet beyond your imagination.
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Imagine that your life is so full of meaning, so rich in dedication and abundant in joy that you
always find it difficult to stop or sleep. Perhaps sleep is no longer necessary. Compare this with
the usual life presently led on your earth – a dull compromise punctuated by meagre highlights.
The new wave will allow YOUR WHOLE LIFE TO BECOME A SINGLE CONTINUOUS
HIGHLIGHT, ONE SINGLE STREAM OF ENDLESS ENTHUSIASM, ONE SINGLE FLOWERING
OF COUNTLESS GIFTS, ONE SINGLE EXPANSION OF MULTITUDINOUS SEEDS OF
POTENTIAL.
Everything which presently seems unfocussed, uncertain and inconsistent will move into alignment
with Divine Will, FUSING TO FULFILL THE SOUL‘S PURPOSE. When you have adjusted to the
immensity of this, you will gradually come into the joy of knowing that you are not a mere speck of
sand to the Father but a purposeful warrior in his name.
We rejoice with you at this time of great transition and we say: the stars which seem so far away
will be to you as paper foil decorations hanging on a tree. That which was so distant and
unfathomable will fall into your reach. You will be able to grasp the unknown in your very hands,
feeling it with familiarity, feeling the faces of the universe, feeling the fondness of your galactic
counterparts. And as the new worlds open to you, so will you also open your minds and hearts to
them. We love you, Seraphin.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1289075
United Kingdom
3/12/2011 7:29 PM
Thanks for posting this on here dear NIP!
May we all rise in courage and with grace to the coming wave of love that will wash through us.
People are troubled and deeply affected consciously and sub consciously by the recent tragedy in
Japan, the sorrow and the wake up call of this event.
With this human crisis and the subsequent planetary transformation still to come there is arriving
more global consciousness and interconnectedness.
To all who have a clue, it is time to gather our energy and our spiritual surf boards as we help our
brothers and sisters with this evolutionary journey.
With Love to All
JL

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1260564
United Kingdom
3/12/2011 7:34 PM
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank You I was hoping you would do this, for those who
are interested in wanting to know more,and for some
clarity to what is happening.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 855760
United States
3/12/2011 7:54 PM

NOW COMES MY WORD - Father thru Bela (Father is First Source in this case)
Now – more can be said beyond words; more can be understood without obstacle; more can be
rooted and blossom in the NOW.
NOW HEAR– nowhere will this be unmanifest! It has been decreed. It is MY LAW unto you that
this IS.
Remember your realization thru the endless blossoming that is planted, germinated, grown, rising
and endlessly blossoming into more of the ONE FRUIT. THAT IS ME IN YOU. Imbibe this – as it
becomes you AS ONE WITH THE FATHER.
Here is the experience of looking upon the face of GOD and being consumed without being
destroyed in the process. Only that which is indigestible is dispelled, and even that, even that –
can be fodder for further growth. OH THE GLORY OF THE ONE BE WITH YOU. My ever present
breath be upon you and animate you to ever greater LIFE.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 855760
United States
3/12/2011 8:55 PM
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A Timely Reminder- Metatron
The journey‘s end nears and the purpose of your visit on this planet will soon become apparent as
you don new attire in service to the One, in remembrance of the great cause, through the
precipitous Wave upon thee. Humanity will awaken to the joy and splendour of He who birthed
their very soul. Yet the margin of those who will not, for lack of inner fortitude remain great and it is
these ones who shall shudder and tremble in the wake of their own fear born of earthly
contrivance. The peril to these ones remains in the disbelief which accosts them and renders their
understanding poor. Yet even those lowly in spirit will not avert the resplendence of what is to
transpire in their universe of timely comprehension. For fears will be faced and dissolved whilst for
others there shall be new resolve, new direction and limitless freedom. This is the fundamental
shift which will occur in all souls to render a new awakening to immortality and timelessness.
Those unfortunate in the awakening shall have to await another experience of this kind in a place
and time not yet rendered.
The sequence is in fact non sequential for it shall be upon you like a heaving storm and the winds
of change can be either destructive through perception, as those unprepared take new abode out
of flesh; or constructive as those prepared and spiritually ready reap the signature of the Christed
One penned on their very soul, as a brand new reality dawns upon their being of who they truly
are. The grandeur of the occasion will surpass only itself as the mood of man changes in choice.
This is the point when he shall knowingly and willingly choose to ring the bell of God throughout
creation and reach within to keep the light of awareness at its highest frequency. The call is out
now beloved ones, heed well for I am Metatron and I come through my sister to render this most
important decree that the Wave is indeed upon you. Little did she know that this would be the
content of this message. Let this be another reminder lest you forget through your ample waiting.
And Lo I say to you than not far yonder is this electricity that will sweep in heaving breaths to
depolarise and join in unity the hearts that belong to God the Father that creation may be
embraced and feel the persona of divinity clutch at their very being. This experience shall
surmount all that you have so far partaken of. The gratitude which you shall experience in your
hearts at the time of joining will culminate in an experience of pure love that will forever thereafter
be imprinted in the hearts and souls of those who have bequeathed unto the Father that which He
has give to them- their very lives in Service. The resonance of His Mighty Presence shall assure
hope for humanity. This is the FINAL PHASE . Go to prepare your hearts to receive the white light
which will birth you into a new experience, a paradigmatic shift and purposeful accord. This is the
time. Heed my words.
I AM Metatron
urantian
User ID: 1286724
United States
3/12/2011 9:16 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 855760
United States
3/12/2011 9:19 PM
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Quoting: urantian 1286724

Hi Dear one, THANKYOU.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 855760
United States
3/12/2011 10:39 PM

to get it on the front page. Good night folks, off to shower etc and go to bed in a bit.
Dundas
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1294044
United States
3/12/2011 10:42 PM

You kinda tripped me out with all that cause years ago i was scribbling on some paper and noticed
that IAM can be written as a wave pattern.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1229792
Canada
3/12/2011 10:45 PM
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Indigogirl1111
User ID: 1229792
Canada
3/12/2011 10:50 PM
AN INTERVAL OF NON-TIME
Phoenix Journals
When the universe reaches a point of maximum expansion, a unique phenomenon will take place.
There will be a moment when all laws necessary for the creative maintenance of physical matter
and all materializing processes become suspended.
Due to the relative velocities of the various star systems. this event will not be experienced
simultaneously in all parts of the universe, but will travel as a wave across the sea of creation.

Existing within this ripple of non-time will be the focused conscious attention of the Creator.
As it passes through the material realms, it will stay and take up residence in all life forms with
circuitry capable of mirroring its essence.
This is the moment when the Creator will slip inside Creation; the moment for which we are
attempting to prepare you.
This is the much misunderstood ―Second Coming of Christianity‖.
It is the event that primitive civilizations have looked forward to as ―the return of the gods‖.
The Mayans went so far as to pinpoint its actual occurrence in what you would call the year 2011
A.D.
Yet while many of your traditions hint at what is about to transpire, none of them have adequately
conveyed the magnitude of impact such an event will have.
Indeed, no single conceptual structure is capable of conveying the enormity of what is soon to take
place.

Those familiar with the scriptures of your various peoples should be in position to understand what
is occurring for these are the times spoken of.
Yet you must realize that God did not invent the words used in scripture.
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He merely arranged them In the order most approximating His meaning.
Further, He only presented them in mental pictures and through the years of translation and
deliberate tampering most meaning is distorted and damaged.

What is actually happening requires all of biological life to convey its meaning.

Words can symbolize this but hardly portray it fully enough to stand alone.
If you would know the deepest Truth of scripture, look not to words alone but to the great
momentum of spirit within your own soul.
This is where the living history is being made.
In a way that would be impossible for your rational intellect to comprehend, this forthcoming event
is human history.
The sum total of all that has happened on your planet is but the shadow cast before.

160

In a very real sense, you have not yet been born.
You are still in an embryonic stale.
You have yet to receive the touch of God‘s total definition.
Through the long years of human history on Earth, your species has been forming the cells that
are to comprise the directive aspect of the physical body of the Creator within Creation.
Gestation upon this planet has but set the stage for the emergence of the Planetary Being now
taking definite form.
This Planetary Being is actually ―who you are‖.

Has it occurred to you that the mathematical probability of your being here is infinitesimal?
Were you not here, living proof of the impossible, an excellent case could be made for your nonexistence--and still can prevail in conceptual reasoning.
Within the framework of law that was of necessity instituted to create and govern these material
realms, the existence of biological life would not have been possible, except were it to enter
through that one moment when that law was suspended.
Ponder this carefully.
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Such is the origin of biology; the fusion of Spirit and Matter.
The impact of this single creative moment is so vast, so far-reaching, that the shock waves sent
out before it have given rise to all of the biological life that now exists upon your planet.

You are living in the shadow of an event not yet taken place.
Yet it is you, yourself, under all your layers of false identity that cause this event as you approach
ever nearer to the Earth.
From within the context of history, it appears that there has been, on this planet, a progression of
increasingly complex life forms evolving toward ever higher levels of consciousness.
It appears that there has been an evolutionary process.
But this is not the case.
What is actually occurring Is that the matter of Earth is falling under the influence of your
vibrational body.
This influence naturally increases as you draw nearer.
Only when the center of your spirit touches the center of the Earth will Life on this planet be fully
manifest in form.
The same Truth can be presented, however, in that it HAS ALREADY OCCURRED LONG PRIOR
TO THIS MOMENT AS YOU PERCEIVE IT AND YOU ARE BUT A REENACTMENT OF THAT
WHICH WAS COME BEFORE.

This is not difficult to understand.
What you have considered to be history or in other terms, the evolution of the species, is only what
you have been able to observe through the distorted medium of a fragmented and quite subjective
intelligence, trapped within the past-future orientation of linear time.
From such a perspective, the act of Creation could appear as a progressive, sequential process.
To the extent that you are able to identify with the spirit that gives you consciousness however, it
becomes a much simpler matter: you have yet to arrive.
You are still on your way, so to speak.
Sitting there reading these words is only a reflection of your unconscious totality as it prepares to
become fully revealed on the day of awakening.

Your real life will begin when the Creator gives you His definition in form.
Within the womb of history, your species has been primarily defined by the
Earth-Mother who is helping to prepare the clay.
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She is only interested in getting the form arranged according to specification.
Her only knowledge of Spirit is that It brings forth her potential.

161

When the Father‘s center merges with the center of the Faith, the collectivity of human
consciousness will awaken to a unified field identity.
You will be born.
After that, the influence of Matter will not affect your consciousness as dominantly as it did during
the historical gestation period.
The Earth will continue to suckle the species, so to speak, for another millennium before you are
capable of going off on your own, but even during that period the father‘s influence will be much
greater than it is today.

LAWS

The Creator has established laws to govern the bonding of energy.
Through these laws of materialization, the physical universe is created and maintained.
In the material realms, these laws are right and proper.
But when they come into relationship with biological life, they begin to behave strangely.
From a perspective of consciousness, they translate into limitation, contraction and ultimately
death.
In psychological terms, the laws of materialization have given rise to the ego--a fictitious identity
with a sense of fear, vulnerability and a need to protect and defend itself.
Spiritual consciousness should not properly be associated with the forces that govern the bonding
of energy.
Their historical juxtaposition came about through the process referred to as ―the Fall‖.
During the period of species preparation, the presence of the materializing influence on levels of
consciousness has been unfortunate but not critical.
However, in light of the intensifying vibrations of the creative spirit that is now nearly aligned with
the center of your planet, the definitions that have been imposed by matter will no longer be
tenable.
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The Creator Himself will dispel this planetary restraining influence and henceforth hold all life
forms in appropriate expression through the new definitions of His love.
This will be a profound transition for each and every form Identity, a transition of a magnitude you
can only begin to suspect.

COULD IT BE A GFNERATION AWAY?

As a collective event, the moment of birth Is still a generation away.
But individually speaking, this event transcends the limits of space and time and Is, In fact, already
under way.
Your individual birth will take place at the precise moment in linear time when you stop struggling
with your rational fear patterns and let yourself go In the divine dance of inner direction.
You must decide whether you are going to accept the inevitable in a state of love and prepare
yourself accordingly. or hold on in fear to the bitter end.
Ultimately these are the only two avenues of response.
By the linear time this event takes place, humanity will be polarized according to these two
adaptive patterns.
All will be decidedly in one camp or the other.

EITHER OR--

To those of the human race who have turned themselves in to the will of God, the coming interval
of non time will literally expand into eternity.
These individuals will be able to experience a lifetime or many lifetimes, in that eternity, while still
retaining the option to return to their physical projections as transformed representatives of the
Being of Life on Earth.

162

These will be our coworkers during the period of Planetary Awakening--please, I hope you ones
read this very carefully.
Dharma, pause, chela, and reread the above for it is indeed most important to some of you in this
early awakening.
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Some of you cannot drift upon the currents but rather must come quickly into knowledge.

Others, not so finely tuned to the forces that will be released at that time, will feel great surges of
energy, lasting for an indeterminate period.
Some few will experience an intense fear and many, dear ones, shall die.
Everything in physical form at this time, every soul in every kingdom, will feel something,
something incredible, something that according to all the laws of physics ever known or ever to be
discovered, could never happen.
But there it will be before all senses; an impossible fact, like the babe in the manger, like the
unmistakable feeling in your heart, an incredible vibration of Truth and Love, shimmering,
scintillating, awakening every nerve, every capillary, every cell of your planetary body.

Whether the individual form identity reading these words right now will be a surviving participant in
that event depends upon that with which you identify and how gracefully you arc able to align
yourself with God‘s creative definition.
If you can identify with the flow of Life through your essential Planetary Being and release all
subjective definitions of who you think you are, you will play your part most joyously in the birthday
celebration.
God‘s definition of you in form is much greater than any you could possibly imagine for yourself.
During this present period of Individual Awakening, the first of the tree creative periods, you are
being given the opportunity to embrace this true definition as the cornerstone of your existence.

MORNING OF CREATION

On the morning of Creation, you will recognize the Unified Collective Consciousness of all
Humankind as your own true identity.
You will know beyond a shadow of a doubt that you arc the bridge between Spirit and Matter,
between Creator and Creation, between Life and the forms through which Life flows.
If you release the definitions that Matter has set upon you, this is the definition that the Creator will
bestow, the definition of Christ Himself!

Can you see yourself as we of the distant stars do, from the objective vantage point of the ages,
with the eyes of the Star Maker Himself?
To us, your entire history appears as but a gesture of sorts.
We see in your passage through the vibrational field of Earth, a gesture that you make, a salute
almost, to the energy-retention systems of this particular heavenly body.
This is how you express yourself on this beautiful blue and white world whirling through space as a
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wondrously blue-green thing of beauty.

WE HAV COME TO REMIND
YOU OF WHO YOU ARE!

Dharma, allow us to close this segment for ones must be attuned to the material thus far given that
they can have concept of that which will come.

163

At this time in your racial experience, most of you are simply not yet ready to enter into a closer
working relationship with us but we will prepare you, during the coming years of revolutions of your
planet around the Sun for the time when your collective vibrational patterns are such that we can
blend with them on a very large stale.

We are still experimenting with various ways and means of accomplishing our task of awakening
but with the increasing ease of direct informational exchange, our work within the currents of your
history will probably subside.
We hope it will not be necessary to shake you out of your exclusive past-future oriented focus on
form through any of the cataclysmic events foretold in your various prophecies.
We will use these if we most in order to protect the biosphere of this planet but if you follow
through on the information we are clarifying, there is no reason why we should have to resort to
such extreme measures.
Through these transmissions and through many others like them throughout the Earth, we are
supplying you with inure than enough information to enable you to restore your own equilibrium.

AS WE GO

We are allowing a certain amount of ecological destruction to lake place without direct interference
because such destruction may help to precipitate a voluntary and cooperative return to a pre-Fall
state.
You must come to understand that you structure these things yourself and not of outside doing.
This would be far more meaningful than a return that is forced upon you.
A self-initiated awakening will greatly enhance your ability to restore the Earth‘s ecological
harmony.
Consequently, at this time, we are confining our help as much as is possible to the provision of
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information and to the development of conceptual clarity.

Meanwhile, there are many among you who will, as time passes, experience one by one the
necessary psychological transformation and enter into a conscious working relationship with those
of us in a state of grace.
During this coming period we will be largely occupied with the conceptual education of your
species along with pointing out that which you are bringing in your own creation.
You must witness the errors of your creation in order to collectively form perfection and balance in
that which you are now creating.

As we move along here in this present cycle, we will be withdrawing our activity on conceptual
levels and focus more directly on physical and emotional levels.
This is where the real work needs to be accomplished.
The establishment of a conducive conceptual climate however, is a prerequisite.

As we move along we shall be integrating past, current and future perceptions so that you can
look at the patterns in somewhat less confusion.
May we abide together, you and us, that clarity becomes our focus and ability to comprehend is
granted through grace of Creator.
It is a joy to share in this wondrous experience upon the waves of the universe.
Salu.
Indigogirl1111
User ID: 1229792
Canada
3/12/2011 10:51 PM
Christ Michael Aton on Optimum Finality
By Jess Anthony
Mar 7, 2011 - 2:14:48 PM

3-6-11
Esu, I'm asking for an update on the probable scenario of what now will happen. Things must be at
the optimum point of finality, I realize, but linear thinking makes non-time difficult to grasp. Thank
you for what you can say and suggest.
Jess, I'm speaking for Esu tonight. This is Christ Michael Aton, as I am referred to. It is important
that I be the one to explain what is happening at the present time. Esu understands what is in
process, but my decision has set this latest scenario in motion.
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As you mentioned above, I am always waiting for the optimum moment of finality to occur before I
allow the release to begin. This means that a maximum amount of spiritual discovery and insight
has been reached. We can measure this quantity, not you on Earth. Our goals are different,
although at times they mesh with your cause and effect sequences so that the end results are
synonymous. We look for the fullest measure of involvement and the maximum amount of
experience possible. This extremity allows us to gauge the parameters of any given situation as
completely as possible.
This objective view of ongoing situations which affect you on Earth may seem clinical and
detached from direct experience. The contrary is true. We understand these situations to the
fullest extent possible because we leave no alternatives as possibilities. Everything is tried and
experienced.
This approach has been the determining factor in setting and evaluating all our projected
deadlines and end dates. We can see the completion of any potential occurrence with all
possibilities before we initiate a new activity. We have an awareness of all the possible parameters
before we start the process.
What has developed since our last update is the switch of financial authority throughout the globe.
Key players have switched their allegiances and are now following the wishes of a new master.
For the first time in history a switch is both positive and negative. I can say that because, in this
case, the bad is balanced by the good achieved.
This stalemate, in a sense, is a prelude to what is to come. There will be a time soon of non-time.
That means that your linear sense will stop, and you will have a fuller awareness of who you are
and what your purpose is on Earth and in this universe I have created. This moment of non-time is
what many are calling the Wave.
Let me explain this further. In all of creation there is a moment when the Creator bonds fully with
his materialized idea. This moment doesn't happen initially, although his spark is present to trigger
the beginning of the idea's development as an extension. This process is like a growth, or
maturation. A child is not capable of understanding his or her father until he or she has
experienced life and has developed a sense of perspective and discernment. At that point the child
becomes an adult and can understand what the father has done to make himself a fully matured
extension.
This is the same concept that invests all of creation. Everything that is created grows and matures
and arrives at an awareness that links the creation fully with the Creator. When that point is
reached, the Creator completes the connection and becomes fully bonded with his creation. This
is when all stops. Time and measurement are only tools devised to grasp the process of
maturation to this moment of bonding. Once that happens, there is no need to measure time as
before. The creation knows its place within the Creator's mind and understands that past and
future are only constructs to grasp at this understanding before it actually happens.
This explanation is a suggestion of what the Wave will bring. This connection comes from the
Creator Source when the time is right in the universes his Creator Sons have built for him. This
Wave from Creator Source has been moving through Nebadon, and it finally is reaching this planet
and its solar system. We have spoken before of the larger process occurring beyond the scope of
Earth's ascension. All is timed to occur as this Wave washes over Earth. The solar system is
moved into a higher frequency to prepare for this pure energy from source. Earth is going through
its throes of resistance because it must resolve as much imbalance as it can before the Wave
reaches here. The depths of negativity and darkness must have finality. They have reached their
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limit. There is nothing more the most resistant foes can do that hasn't been done already.
Everything now is a repetition of past ideas.
The structure devised by the long-standing resistance has been taken over by another group. The
power wielded by the former controllers is falling apart as, one by one, their means of control are
lost. Those taking over are deluded in their vision of dominance, however. The tools they have
seized will be useless without the power structure set up by those they have overtaken. This is
why I say this is a Pyrrhic victory. They have won, but they have lost. By the time they realize they
have lost, the Wave will be here to rock the Earth and cause all of creation to realize the true
power unleashed by the Creator Source. This will truly set a change in motion.
Events on Earth will continue unraveling and man will continue to realize the extent of his
blindness. This finality has been set in motion and will continue until it stops. Only then can the
next phase begin. Lest you worry about further delay, this end is now, and the Wave from the
Creator Source will be here at the moment when all has collapsed. The universe is a continuum of
energy and all is linked. There is only a moment when a new connection occurs that all stops. This
is the ultimate point and everything is different after that.
Aton, Creator of Nebadon

Candace: The new power spoken of in here is CHINA/Dragons, who have won the war against the
Khazars which is good news in a way, but they themselves want dominion of the planet too.

© Copyright by Jews_are_great.net all rights reserved
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1200231
United States
3/12/2011 10:54 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You should get with the djed pillars dendera guy,he knows of wavy lines carved in stone and were
they come from,he knows hieroglyphics,rosetta stone.

he's gifted if you can understand him.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1229792
Canada
3/12/2011 10:57 PM
Sorry Hun about the link I forgot to take that off, GLP you are so immature. What you scared of
some truth??? MORANS!
I dont know how to edit that out.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 855760
United States
3/12/2011 11:19 PM

Hey folks somebody here played some "fun" with me, and we can't post my website name, always
changes to "jews are great"... YOu can find the website by going here: [link to groups.yahoo.com]
hopefully this works.
popoi2
User ID: 1294487
China
3/13/2011 7:49 AM

It is god's light ~~~ It time to be an really humman being!! We are one~~~
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1229792
Canada
3/13/2011 8:33 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 857470
United States
3/13/2011 8:51 PM

From Abund@ntHope.net
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Candace: for those who read the Bible, This is the Melchizedek that came to Abraham long ago.
The Melchizedeks are an order of beings created by the Creator Sons and Daughters of each
universe. In Nebadon, they run Melchizedek University which is all the worlds around Salvington,
our capital world of Nebadon. Machiventa is our new Planetary Prince, as the old one, Caligastia
got "fired." I don't know if his trial has happened or not. Machiventa shares this role with Esu
Sananda Immanuel. Machiventa will remain invisible to human eyes for along time, Esu will walk
the planet. In the game of the correcting time, we need both. Esu and Nada will bascially recreate
many of the lost portions of the Adam and Eve mission, the establishment of earth headquarters
and universities etc.
Hazel
The New Edition
By Machiventa Melchizedek and Hazel
Mar 13, 2011

The New Edition
thru Hazel

I AM Machiventa Melchizedek and this is one of my rare introductions for I seldom come forth in
this direct way to usher in messages. Yet a new awakening is being born into this child who
carries the Melchizedek gene. She feels me this morning as a subtle vibration around her auric
body. She is being prepared now to take up the Melchizedek torch to carry out and throughout the
works of Our order in this physical stream. She aspires to the greatness from which she descends
and shall bring forth the teachings of old that the knowledge of light within each through the self of
the God conscious ones, shall increase. The approach shall be a direct one through the teaching
of inner communion with the force that each is, through the dynamic of the God presence born
within every mind.
Light flows within and is stored in a spiritual catchment or reservoir, to be drawn upon by those
who can reach it, that they may begin the filtering of that light throughout their entire being to be
used in the wake of their alignment with the Divine Will.
The light I speak of is the Christ Light pooled within each in its purest state in readiness for flow. It
is the desire of each within to discover their Godliness that will create a vibration and movement of
this light and transfer stillness into motion, being the movement of that light in a state of unfolding.
The gentle stream will in time become a steady river that will eventually break through limitations
to enter into the wider ocean of enlightenment that the chooser becomes fully infiltrated and
surrounded by that flow of constant God energy.
Polarity within, through perception , is stemmed and there is a monistic flow through feeling and
knowing , which will create a dynamic blend of physical and spiritual until the physical becomes
forgotten through the emancipation of the spiritual and all that is left is a feeling of purest energy
that is untouchable. Why do I say these things to thee at this time you may ask?
The revelation of Light is about to be at its highest known to you, as you enter a diasporadic period
where the inherent energies of darkness shall be polarised from the energies of Light. Many shall
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be magnetised toward their inner Light as the impending Wave catapults man in to the throes of
God‘s love and understanding. The calendar is almost at its end and the days as you know it are
marked off as you prepare for the Wave of cataclysmic proportions from the universe of non time.
Geography as some of you know it will hold no relevance as you are washed in the entirety of
cosmic love and enchantment. The cosmic prism shall reflect throughout the universe as the face
of God radiates throughout creation breaking though the barriers of self imposed separation to
meld with HIS creation. Many at this point shall find their feet in spirit as a bright new morning
breaks in rediscovery and the tones of darkness recede. This is the day that the spirit of man has
been awaiting notwithstanding an inability at the human mind level to comprehend or even believe.
This shall be a time of the joining of all beloveds and for those who are in the knowing, shall
experience new horizons of unity as the mergence with Divinity strikes the core of their being.
Oneness shall be understood through the feeling brought about by the Wave, yet only a few will
truly experience the ultimate degree. Yet all will be affected to the degree of their awakening and
understanding. This is what WE call ―The Great Divine Shift‖.
The Wave that is now upon thee should be conceptualised as bringing forth a NEW EDITION. The
Old Book of earthly existence has forfeited its life span through expiration of time and Divine
Ordination. What is going to be introduced is a brand new version which will dispel falsities of the
old and introduce the reality of truth. The framework of this new edition shall be the energy of the
ONE. The New Book has already been published and is making its way to you now. It is free of
charge and almost ready for the experiencing. Prepare yourselves to partake.
I leave you with this Truth: Wisdom is the growth of the seed of God awareness into the blossom
of God Knowing and Being.

I AM Machiventa Melchizedek and I announce that the Glory of God will soon be amongst thee.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1292161
United Kingdom
3/13/2011 9:26 PM
One of the things that is certainly occurring at this time that is
exacerbating, making things more intense, making things more emphatic
regarding the mental realm, is certainly what you would call the Solar
Maximum Cycle.
What we are going to address here are a couple of things which relate to
what is happening, not only on the physical level, the biological level, but
what is occurring in your Mental body, your Emotional fields, your Etheric
fields, and what is even having some impact on the lower astral bodies and/
or Light Body. The Emotional body is directly connected through this feeling
center and so there is always the potential of feeling a low-level anxiety
whenever there is a heightened solar radiation cycle. And when there is an
astrological phenomena such as what you are experiencing now with the planet
Mercury, which is a "signature" tone for the Mental body. It represents in
the Macrocosm, what the Mental body represents within the Earth structure,
within your humanness and in your physicalness.
We would begin by bringing your attention to the fact that you have noticed
erratic energies, a period of time that you are all going through in which
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there seems to be sort of a feeling that your are "slogging" through things.
Like you have not been able to move as swiftly or as quickly, or as intensely
as you would like to. There are certainly reasons behind this in regard to
the Solar Cycles. What you have is a "compression" effect; the compression
effect is being felt in the etheric realms, in the astral realms, but it is
also being felt very much on the physical level.
What you have here, in terms of what you call science, or what you would
call physical sciences, is that every time there is a magnification of the
proton wave or the plasma wave that is generated from a Coronal Mass
Ejection, it travels the distance to your planet in about 48 to 72 hours.
When it impacts, or broadsides the magnetosphere of this world, this
planetary system, it distorts the field.
If you can visualize in your own minds what looks like the field that is
emitted from a magnet. There is an outpouring of energy at your north
magnetic pole and at your south magnetic pole. And out of this streams
energy, in a fashion known as a "torus," or as a unified field. It flows out
and surrounds the planet for many hundreds of miles out into space, and then
gradually it moves back in and coalesces at the southern magnetic pole, and
then it forms the center of the magnetic sphere. This is sort of a core, or
sheath that the energy runs up through.
So what happens, is when the plasma wave comes in contact with this field,
even hundreds of miles, thousands of miles into space, it makes a dent, or
impression.or "squeezes" it. Its sort of like what happens when you push on a
balloon. When you push on the balloon, the other parts of the balloon sort of
expand away from the point where it is being pressed against. When you‘re
moving pressure within the balloon itself, the rest of the balloon changes
it‘s shape. It is no longer a consistent field, a unified field. What happens
to the electrons, protons and the nuclei within this field is that they
become distorted, their patterns are disrupted and interrupted. What you
eventually experience then, within the field, is a disorganized pattern of
atomics and subatomics. It takes awhile for the proton and electron flow to
realign into their original pattern.
In this disturbed portion of the field, if there are no other things of
consideration (that would be life forms, that would be any kind of
intelligences, and kind of sentient life) then it is just the disturbance of
a field. So, for example, when there is a solar wave or solar wind that
disturbs the field of a far distant system, that is just a star, just a
protonic field, or what you call nebulae, the energy consciousness of this
field is disturbed, but there is no biological life, there is no "dense" life
that is having to experience it in any other way. That is much less impactful
on an inhabited planet such as Earth.
Now, when you get into a situation where a planet has sentient life on it,
when it is holding consciousness of various types, various realms, for indeed
within the Earth plane you do not have just what would be called Three
Dimensional life, you have Two Dimensional life, you have One Dimensional
life, and you have now the impinging and overlapping of Fourth and Fifth
Dimensional frequencies. So, within these fields you do have impact every
time there is a plasma wave that encounters the physical sphere of the
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Earth‘s magnetic field, and it is compressed and thrown out of it‘s original
alignment, all life that is within the magnetic envelope and sphere of this
world is affected!
First of all, it is noticed sometimes in your electronics environment as
disturbances within those devices which rely on crystal radio wave forms to
transmit electrical impulses through the atmosphere in order to communicate
such as radio, high-band radio waves, short wave band, etc. The other things
that are affected are microwave transmissions of various kinds, cellular
phone transmissions, and things that rely on the ionosphere to "bounce" their
signals off.
The satellite environment is the next thing that is affected. It is affected
directly by the impact of the plasma wave itself, which if it is unprotected
will actually destroy circuitry within the satellite itself. But secondarily,
it is impacted through the bending of the electro magnetic wave form, so what
happens is that communications are disrupted between the surface and the
satellite itself. And so it cannot give a clear transmission, data is
missing, broadband transmissions are disturbed and so there is distortion on
the other end, the receiving end. So, the situation you have here, is that on
the physical sciences level there is, first, an impact in the communications
environment with regard to transmissions.
The second thing that happens is that you have an impact within the astral
or emotional fields. There are beings on your planet, people you know, even
yourself, as you would pay attention to it, that would feel the initial x-ray
emanations that occur at the time that the coronal mass ejections actually
take place. And that feeling or sensitivity (if one is sensitive enough) can
be felt seconds after the eruption, after the initial out rushing of energy
has occurred from the disturbance. Now, the actual magnetic or plasma wave
takes again 48 to 72 hours to coalesce and project itself across the space
time continuum and reach your planetary system. One of the things that
happens once it hits is that some people will react emotionally at that point
in time. They will react with perhaps grieving or they will feel a tension or
anxiety. So when you are feeling or sensing these things and you are aware of
the cycle that is being reported by your various satellites that are
observing the solar activity then you can gage your level of sensitivity of
what you are feeling. Such as a feeling of low grade anxiety or a feeling of
sadness, sorrow or agitation or perhaps it is noticed as a feeling of not
being yourself. These are things to pay attention to. And then you can look
back and see what the activity has been, what has been reported. And see if
you are sensitive and acting as an antennae for such activity.
Now, there is no permanent effect or serious concerns that you need to have
about these kind emotions. What is happening on the mass-consciousness level
by the releasing of this energy, is a purging. So what is happening on the
macrocosmic level, some of you are feeling on the microcosmic level. You are
feeling a connection to the mass-consciousness and transmuting what they are
not feeling at a conscious level. This is similar to what we have addressed
before regarding the Kumara function. There are many Kumaras now that have
been elected to this transmutational work. Not because they originally came
here to do this but because they have signed on during their sleep and dream
time to do such work and transmute for the mass-consciousness and for the
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planetary memory patterns. And such as it is, it will be felt in the astral
and emotional fields.
The other thing that occurs when this happens is that there is a connection,
a bleed-through because of the misalignments between the lower four bodies.
You may feel or experience this as a physical challenge.There has been a
great increase in the number of broken skeletal components within biological
species known as human in the last seven to eight weeks. There has been a
marked increase, your emergency rooms have been filling up with broken toes,
elbows, collar bones and sprains as well, in larger percentages and
quantities than have been seen within the same time period in previous
cycles, even eleven years ago during the last solar maximum. This is because
when the magnetosphere is compressed, it is squished, so to speak, and this
impaction can cause people to loose the ability to stay focused within the
physical realm and thus cause problems with equilibrium. So, when the solar
wave fronts hit the magnetosphere it causes people to feel out of balance
,even if they are not consciously aware of it. And it may cause them to fall
down easily, or trip or bump into things or cause freak accidents.
The other way this is being transmuted and experienced in the physical body
is in various forms of sinus congestion, upper chest and respiratory
ailments. There is also a great deal of clearing and imbalance in the lower
intestinal tract, and the organs of purification, primarily gall bladder,
liver and kidneys. There are also problems in the colon and the lymphatic
system. You may see unusual reactions such as swollen glands in the neck,
under the arms, and around the thyroid. Also there may be odd swellings
around the knees or the groin area. So, these are things to pay attention to
in terms of what is happening as a manifestation on the physical level from
some the solar effects.
The other thing that is happening on the physical level and is very
noticeable by those who are sensitive, is pressure. Pressure behind the eyes
or in the chest, the solar plexis, the base of the spine or the gluteus
maximus. There may be complaints of sore spots, aches and pains, etc. These
are the result of the body reacting to these wave fronts as they impact and
compress the magnetosphere. This has an effect on all the subatomics and
atomics of all the physical species on the planet. It is not just humans who
are feeling this. The animal kingdom is aware and feeling this impact as
well. They are feeling sluggish and tired. This is also something that is
being experienced by humans. It is not just your weather, even though your
weather is severely impacted by all of this. It is a weather changer. So you
are experiencing more and more erratic and bizarre weather .
These patterns will only intensify. So these places that are having 77
degree weather, in the Midwest where it normally is in the 30‘s and 40‘s, are
wondering what is going on. Spring has been "busting out" anywhere from 60 to
90 days ahead of schedule, depending on the region of the country you are in.
In Europe they are not having Spring, they are having late winter in some
parts, and they are having accelerated Spring in other parts, although it is
very wet. Also in the Southern Hemisphere you are seeing grand high winds
accompanied by incredible fires and all kinds of other upsets. The currents
in the oceans have also been magnified and changeable in the past few weeks
due to the "excessive" solar activity that has been going on. It is only
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excessive in terms of your scientist‘s view. It is normal from our
perspective.
One of the things we would have you be aware of is that there are various
types of emissions that come with these different eruptions. You have x-ray,
which is the lowest class, you will feel the energy from that but it will
pass very quickly and it will not actually impact your magnetosphere. The
next thing you will feel would be from the coronal mass ejections or CME‘s.
The last is the M-class and X-class. The M-class is very severe but not as
severe as X-class. X-class is the equivalent of a five on your tornado scale
or a ten on your Richter-scale in terms of earthquake activity. So when you
hear anything from NASA or NOAA regarding X-class predictions or the
potential for an X-class emission, hang onto your hats and fasten your seat
belts, for that will be the most severe time of activity within your
magnetosphere.
Now one of the wonderful things on the physical level that you can enjoy
from this is that you can see the magnetic charging that is occurring within
your atmosphere whenever there is one of these M-class or X-class events. You
will see more and more of the incredible sunsets, the incredible skies and
the incredible effects of aurora borealis even into these lower latitudes.
So these are one of the wondrous things that you can participate with. And
when you have the opportunity to expose your body, to expose your
consciousness, to the Light of these, please do so. For it will help you
greatly to acclimate what has been transmitted.
We have discussed the emotional, we have discussed the physical, we have
discussed some of the planetary species changes as well as the things
happening with the weather; what we suggest that you be aware of concerning
weather is that you will see things out of kilter. You will see tropical
hurricane-type storms happening in the spring rather than the fall. Tornado
season could be especially tough through April and May. If you know someone
in the Midwest, or you are planning to travel, there we would recommend
caution and checking in on what is happening with the solar winds and the
solar activity, going into April especially. April is going to be very
intense from about the 9th and 10th of the month right through to the end of
the month. Things will taper off a little bit around the second week in May
but they will kick up again in early June through the rest of the summer
before things quiet down.
One of the things that we bring to your attention next, is the mental effect
of all of this. What is going on for May is a feeling of sort of slogging
through things and having to do things over again and a possible struggle
with things. Sometimes there will be a very high energy with an ambition to
get things done. And sometimes there will be absolutely not interest and
absolute boredom or disgust. What is happening on the mental plane on the
macro-cosmic level for the entire planet is the removal of patternings that
relate to separation consciousness. Not to enemy patterning, not to lack, not
to limitation, but actually to the core level belief that somehow, you and
everyone, every being that walks this planet is an island unto themselves.
That is the pattern that is addressed here, and it is a difficult one to
dislodge. But yet the solar storms are performing their function to do this;
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to create a morphogenic field, to create a resonant field, in which this
patterning of separation can be released or relieved to some degree in order
to allow and to invite in the expanded view or the higher frequencies and
resonances of what we call Christ Consciousness. This is the preparation that
is bringing everything up to a focal point from May 3rd through the 5th,
through the Grand Alignment.
In retrospect, this mental patterning is very, very useful at this time. If
you feel disturbed, tired or bored, if you feel in any way like you are
losing hope or losing faith, it is the old separation consciousness
dislodging; letting go of the old belief that you are unconnected not only
from yourself but from everything outside of you. This is the pattern that is
being addressed by these energies at this time. It is also, as we mentioned,
the last trimester before this birthing process, and as any mother would
know, the birthing process is not attendant with out some discomfort, without
some kind of aches of pains and a feeling of pregnancy, a feeling of moving
energy, of moving the great thing growing within, to move it out and make it
manifest. So, the mental field first has to be cleared of all distortions, it
has to be re-patterned to its original patterning in order to receive the
highest creative impulses to begin the birthing process. This is the labor
that is beginning, the little pangs of birthing the new you, the little
discomforts and kicking that are happening to you to be rebirthed again in
the spring. To be birthed anew.
Now how do you deal with these occurrences? There are different things that
can be done to deal with the mental, emotional and physical discomforts. The
first thing we will begin with is the physical. One of the things that helps
the physical body with any kind of solar storm cycle is magnets and grounding
devices. Various types of grounding tools, either using crystals or mental
grounding visualizations and techniques. As far as magnetics, there are
certain things (magnets) that you have created that will assist the body to
stay in it‘s magnetic resonance. Your field is being bent at the same time in
the same way that the planet‘s magnetosphere is being bent. So when you have
that feeling of being wobbly a little off center or out of your body it is
the effect of one of these wave fronts. You can use the body magnets that are
available to tape onto the body or worn as a bracelet or copper worn as a
bracelet or necklace will also help to realign and balance your personal
magnet field.
We would recommend highly to carry any items with you, on your person, that
help you to ground, be it tourmaline, obsidian, hematite, etc. Any grounding
stones that are in harmony with you that work well with you, that would help
you to stay centered and grounded are highly recommended. Another technique
that will assist, is to stand in your bare feet on grass or soil or dirt for
as few as two minutes a day. This will greatly assist you. Especially if you
can visualize yourself anchoring your Earth chakra (the Earth Star that is
located about six or seven inches below your feet) to the core of the Earth.
And anchoring it consciously. Not anchoring your stuff, your Lightbody and
everything else down there because that will not assist Mother Earth in her
transmutational process but to anchor your physical body. Mother Earth will
benefit from feeling the connection with you as well.
Anything that you can do to facilitate this in your daily activities would
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be helpful to you to assist in dealing with these impactions of energy. At
night when you are sleeping if at all possible orient your bed north to south
so that your head is to the north and your feet are to the south. If this is
not possible in your current environment then we would suggest that you
orient from north to southwest or from east to west. But it is not
recommended to have your feet to the north and head to the south. This could
be very disruptive to your magnetics. It is best at this time to go with the
flow rather than going counter to the flow. This means being in alignment
with what is currently the state of the magnetic field of the planet even
though its magnetics are dropping.
That drop is also what is causing people to feel this disorientation and
causing falls and thus broken bones. We would like to address this additional
point regarding the broken bones. The bones are shattering and there is a
good reason for this. The bones hold more data than your skin or organs of
your body. The bones hold complete astral memories of your Akashic records.
So, the bones are where all of the old patterns are stored, there- fore
whenever you have the breaking of a bone it is usually in response to a
pattern that is not being dealt with or is not being owned. So, this actually
another benefit. Some people are not dealing with this too well, so they are
unconsciously manifesting their unconsciousness through the experience of
breaking their bones.
Back to the sleeping orientation, if you do not sleep in this way (north to
south) at least spend some time meditating each day lying down with your head
to the north. 15 to 20 minutes will be most helpful. Bathing, salt baths are
also very helpful, not only for clearing and protecting your energy but they
are also very grounding. It is very helpful for your bodies, it soothes them
and nurtures them. We would recommend also at this time to expose yourself as
much as possible to available sunlight when it is available. This will help
you to attune to the plasma waves. It will help you to bring yourself in
balance with what is happening in terms of the emanations of the solar disc.
For the emotional level, there are certain stones that would assist you
greatly at this time to match resonance and assist you with the magnetics and
all that is going on at this time. Primarily citrine will help manifest a
resonance with the solar activity and the solar energies, amethyst will be
very calming, also chrysoprase to soothe and assist the heart center and for
the higher activities the amethyst will do well but watermelon tourmaline
will also be highly assistive and calming especially for the first and second
chakras. These stones will help you to calm and harmonize the emotional body.
Another thing that would be helpful to the emotional body is doing a cleanse
of some kind. Not only because it is spring and time for a cleanse but
whenever there is a great amount of magnification coming into the planet such
as there is now, there is an impetus to let go of density. So when you are
feeling a contraction as many of you are feeling at this time, it is always a
good harbinger that it is time to expand yourself.
The best way to expand is to drop density, and the density can be dropped
very easily by lightening up your diet, which will assist the emotional body.
It is a tendency, usually, when one runs a lot of energy to beef up on
carbos, to go to starch. We would recommend going the opposite way. We
recommend fruits, light dairy, not heavy, such as light yogurts, light
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cheeses if you are not vegan. Also, you would do well to eat more greens,
more raw foods like seeds and nuts. Just do this temporarily. Save the
cheeseburgers and french fries for later and moderate. Go back to baked
potatoes instead, but minimal, maybe three or four times every two weeks.
Just keep in mind that when you take in sweets, when you take in high
stimulus foods (things you burn faster) such as simple carbohydrates, rather
that complex carbohydrates and fruit sugars, you are actually throwing your
system off. At least for this temporary period of time, at least for the next
couple of months, it would not be too good to over-indulge sugars or
over-carb. From an energy standpoint you are being stimulated enough. Backing
off on the caffeine and going to herbal tea would be good, especially
comfrey. Comfrey is a very excellent tea at this time for the emotional body,
and it will also aid the physical body and calm things down a little bit. It
would also be good to have licorice.licorice root would be excellent.
One of the things that would be helpful for the Mental Body is maintaining
clarity by reducing the exposure to your mass media. This will assist you to
cut through the "fog". Be very cautious of how much stimulation you give
yourself artificially, whether it be through media.TV, things of that nature.
Cut down a little bit on the excess stimulus you are getting, whether its
from books or handling generator crystals, or playing around with different
toys of that kind. Because over-stimulation will only create more confusion.
It will only create more of the feeling of low-grade anxiety, or the
free-floating, not knowing what your next step is rather that staying in the
Now and staying focused. We recommend shortening your meditation times just a
bit. Spend less time in the ethers, and a little bit more time here, so you
can match the physical body resonance, the emotional body resonance, the
mental body resonance.
One of the most important things about the mental body at this time is
recognizing the fact, as we have mentioned, that you are losing continuity
regarding your separation consciousness. It is a very important thing at this
time to mentally connect with other beings through the heart. In other words,
be able to express. Even if its gobbledy-gook, even if it comes out like
dyslexia (which is especially prevalent during a Mercury retrograde), that
you express what is going on in your mind at any particular given point in
time with your partners, with your working partners, your friends, with the
people that are in your lives. Being able to express in each instant what
you‘ve got to say, you‘ve got to get it out. When you do that, take note of
your emotional response to it.
So expression at this time is valuable. Its also sometimes difficult to do
when there is this much energy impacting you and when have this energy of the
Mercury retrograde going on because there is a tendency to want to turn
inside, withdraw. We recommend to you the opportunity that is presented by
this energy to not withdraw, to not go into separation. For that is the
tendency with this releasement, is to isolate yourself even further.
Take the time, call up a friend. Take the time to unburden yourselves, each
day, just for a few minutes with somebody. Create a "buddy" system so that
you can have someone you can pray with, someone you can talk with, someone
you can actually share with about what is going on. Even if its crazy
thoughts, crazy stuff. Anything that comes to your mind.
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You want to have some way to voice it, some way to express it. If you have
no one to connect with in that moment, then sit and write it down. No matter
how crazy it sounds, no matter how obtuse or depressing it may sound, or even
how joyful it sounds, just write it down. Just get it out of your system or
speak it to a friend. Then you will find your emotional body will be less
tense, less anxiety-ridden. You will actually free up that energy.
If you find a way to connect with one other person, that is one way to
transmute the energy of separation consciousness that is being released on a
massive scale beyond what you can even recognize. For this is not impacting
just six billion plus souls with physical bodies on this planet. It is
impacting many who wander in the lower astral planes, and all the different
lower hells and heavens and so forth that are in the Fourth Dimension, that
are overlapping and intersecting with you at this time.
So take the time to express, to talk, to commune one with the other. And as
two or more are gathered in the Name of the One, then the burden will be
lighter, and the joys that are shared will be easier and more fun! The
sorrows that are shared will disappear.they will float away, they will not be
the big deal it seems to be, because its inside of you! That is very
important "therapy" for the mental body during these times.
Last thing we would like to express is what is happening on the spiritual
plane, the spiritual bodies, the ego bodies. There are ego bodies inside
spiritual bodies. Make no mistake. You think the ego is the domain of the
mental body in the 3rd Dimension alone. The ego exists through all planes,
just as you exist through all planes.it is multi-dimensional. There is a
Divine Ego as there is a human ego. So what is happening in the spiritual ego
stages is that there is a realignment occurring. This is part of the
Ascension process. This is part of becoming God in physicality that you are
all participating in.
Even those that are currently unconscious and asleep and unawares of the
process, they are experiencing it as well, just not as exquisitely, or as
excitingly, or as accelerated as you feel it. Part of the reason for this is
that you have made a conscious choices. You also have been triggered awake.
Every being who is on the so-called "spiritual path" or "ascension awakening"
at this time was encoded to awaken at a specific times, in the timeline
continuum on this planet. It was not an accident. None of you designed this
to be an "accident." There is no accident possible within the Divine Plan.
Everything has been planned and foreordained.by YOU! You set your own alarm
clock, and then you told us to give you the wake up call!
This, then is the time, the next three months. The next 90 days! All of this
is "prep" work for graduation.to the next level. There‘s no end to "it." This
particular cycle you are in is a grand opportunity to move up into a new
octave of expression, manifestation and self-realization that you have not
currently experienced, in this cycle. In this lifetime.
You have set the alarm clock, you have received the wake up call, you are
proceeding to get dressed and brushing your teeth, and combing the cobwebs
out of your hair and out of your mind, and you are moving along the path to
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get to work. Now getting to work does not mean drudgery, in this case. It
means becoming your dream, experiencing your dream.
>>
Being * gnieB
User ID: 1189285
United States
3/13/2011 10:46 PM
A Timely Reminder- Metatron
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank You...
This is one of the most beautiful, concise and eloquent renderings of the 'present' Human
condition I've read (!)
The Wave is definetly sent its 'tone' and coupled vibration prior to it's complete impact and arrival
and the entire chain of being's (including Humanity) entry into the REAL LIFE.
Emitted from nowhere, comes from everywhere. Alignment to it vivifies all sensory input and
enables a high vigilance in the beauty of stillness...
Thank You So Much...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 713550
United States
3/14/2011 8:44 PM

NADI, a visiting Michael Son introduces himself
By Nadi thru Kibo
Mar 6, 2011 - 7:00:00 AM

Candace: We have visiting Michael Sons who are not yet head of their own universes, visiting us
at this time, to observe what is going on here. this is a very important planet in the scheme of
things.
The training period for Creator Sons is long. All 700,000 plus some more, have been created, but
some do not yet work. They are still students. Some of the younger of the universes here in
Orvonton, do not yet have headquarters, like our Salvington, they are not quiet enough yet to
begin the building. A few more were created for the new universes forming in the first level of outer
space also.
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One of those is Andromeda, in which some folks are now colonizing, but it is still to unsettled there
to construct the first architectural spheres. Nadi is awaiting his universe, just as CM awaited his in
the distant past. And there are the ascending sons in training also for their future roles in universe
management, including as Creator Sons.
Please do pay attention to this message, about the trembling and be not surprised about it, should
it arrive before Stasis. Some of you have heard it called The Wave.

03052011
From NADI, a visiting Michael Son:
When the power and the glory, the sovereignty and dominion, the control and overcontrol of THE
ONE, with, through and in His Sovereign and Master Son, Aton of Nebadon, is made manifest
upon the entire face of Urantia; When that time, that moment is, there will all things upon and
within her face a huge test:
All things will tremble.
I have discussed it with this one over many days and finally he is ready to accept my words in
writing and while I, even I, understand why he insists on doing things this way, it is at
times...exasperating in that the message could have simply been accepted and delivered. But I
was told that he would be this way, wanting always to understand a thing before he delivers it. So I
AM taking this small moment to chide him and admonish him and remind him that which he
alreadys knows. That acceptance is greater than understanding.
There comes a test for all of you, very soon, though I AM also told that you are all sick of hearing
that phrase in any form, still, it must be said. Everything will tremble. Every speck of dirt, every
plant, stone, animal, fish, insect and person. Every atom of everything will tremble when the force
and the energy of what comes, arrives. The question that must be answered stands as a
testimony to your acceptance of the reality of your situation and being and the circumstances
thereof.
Those that already know these things and know what is coming and from whence it comes; those
that accept the reality of The One in love and adoration and gratitude, will tremble in love and
submit to the source of that love.
Those that think they know what these things are and just happen to be wrong, by however many
degrees, will have a decision to make. Can they accept a truth greater than any they have ever
known with love for the source of that truth and gratitude for the revelation of it; or will they tremble
in fear of their, now revealed distance from it?
Those that know, or think they know, but have always been resistant to it for whatever reasons
and feel that they know better and in their ignorance and/or selfishness, have acted against it. Can
they accept the reality they find themselves in out of love for a better, higher way that has been
revealed or will they tremble in fear of the consequences of their actions that now stare them in the
face?
Those that don‘t know and don‘t care at all will face the same set of circumstances. Can they bring
themselves to love the source of this reality and the revelation of it, or will they fall to fear of the
outcomes for them and create a war within themselves against it?
Those that know, always knew and did everything they could to be against it, to stall it, to delay it,
to circumvent and prevent it, now that the time has come can they submit or shall they perish?
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Can they submit out of love, seeing the error of their ways and sincerely desiring a better, higher
way of continued life, or shall they submit out of fear, hoping for a chance to live on in any way
possible and permissible?
It does not matter who or what you are, or think you are, or think you know, or want. Your reaction
at the moment of trembling will tell all and reveal all about you to The One and His Christ Michael
Aton, as well as to the myriad spiritual and higher personalities, physical and nonphysical, that are
here at present to attend to these things.
All that matters is whether you will tremble out of love or tremble out of fear. There is no choice in
the matter, really. You are what you are and that will be revealed for all to see. There will be no
deals, no buts or ifs or maybes or stills...........at that moment you will be more your self than you
have ever been and some of you might even be surprised at what you reveal to yourselves.
So please, get ready, be prepared to be completely honest with yourself. It really is all for the best.
You will all receive the very best and most loving treatment possible. You will all receive the future
assignments that are best for you on your journeys in order to reach the state of perfection that
has been mandated for you by The Father of All, The Paradise Father.
There is actually and absolutely no need for anyone to be uncreated unless they absolutely and
resolutely insist upon it and even then, all measure of time and opportunity to make a better choice
shall be made available until it is determined that you have left no hope for yourself. No one wants
to see that happen.
But some of us are concerned that so many of you are so firm in your beliefs that any
consideration of anything else being greater and true will place you in a state of shock and
disbelief that you could possibly have been so wrong about any of it and you will either cover
yourselves with more of the same or reduce yourselves to hiding under the covers hoping that it
will all go away. It won‘t. Resistance is not futile by any means. WE are not about that. However,
WE unequivocally state that it is counterproductive to the best circumstances of your personal
advancement and so I AM here to deliver this message to you in hopes that such scenarios can
be avoided as much as possible.
WE understand that many of you have been led to believe that any contact with any galactic race
would be detrimental to you and yet you have already been subject to the effects of such negative
races and their intentions and actions for many ages. Now, when the lighted races desire to make
their presence known, you are being taught and programmed to consider it an evil invasion.
To this WE can only reiterate that the spiritual reality that is indeed, being thrust upon you should
be more than evidence enough of our intentions. WE come to you without fear, not so much for
ourselves, but without fear for what would be done to you by your dark lords had WE disregarded
their threats and manipulative programming upon you and against What We Are. Through Our
efforts, the efforts of The Spiritual Hierarchy, The Earth Allies, The Agarthans, The Universal and
Superuniversal Governing bodies and the Paradise Mandates concerning the Ascension of Gaia,
all that has been dealt with and WE may arrive without fear of such harm being perpetrated upon
you. WE only request that you do not act to harm each other.
WE SERVE THE WILL OF THE ONE AND NO OTHER!
That will show itself in the reality of the great trembling which all life on Urantia will experience.
It is a simple test; Love or fear, acceptance or denial. Understanding will come to you no matter
what. The position you find yourself in when that understanding comes, is up to you.
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Thank you.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 713550
United States
3/14/2011 10:47 PM

while this isn't a WAVE teaching, I am putting it here anyway. Its from Esu thru Eve. They have
been busy and not giving time for updates, he gave in to her request today.

14th march 2011
Esu, can you comment on Japan?
Ok, Eve, short briefing: Japan is very serious. We are sucking off the most of the radioactivity – we
are shift working 24 hours a day. We have taken care of the souls who were victims of the tsunami
and there is special care for the ones whose bodys were harmed by radioactivity. Japan is an
incredible mess of harm and grief.
A catastrophe like that – in a place of such a high population density - is a pure apocalypse. You
see the volcanic underground of Japan. This is merely the beginning. We've told you before, how
hard Japan could be hit. A chain reaction is likely to follow from this. The whole place is like an
open wound right now – and this is in fact – unveiled – a drama when man sees what he has
created.
So many of you have signed petitions for stopping that nuclear energy thing. They have not been
heard. To build these kind of nuclear plants on volcanic ground makes it even worse. Chernobyl
has not been bad enough, so it seems - to turn the tide. The NWO players have placed a big coup
by this. Now they are trying to make you believe they had arranged this by Haarp, as a shock and
awe scenario. Your internet is already flooded by rage filled indictions and statements, that Haarp
had been used to intentionally make a mess out of this. Not so, beloveds.
The Japanese in special have long played with the fire and now their house is literally burning
down. WWII – the nuclear bombs falling upon Hiroshima and Nagasaki were not bad enough to
prevent them from building these nuclear reactors. Japan is harvesting the grown up seed now,
and unfortunately not only Japan.
On the background info of availability and development of free energy and the technology of Tesla
in the first half of the last century even, this whole nuclear thing comes out to be the crown of
irresponsibility.
And I' sorry, folks, this is merely the beginning. You have now Japan as a building ground of
drama and what does mankind do if further building grounds will be added and become manifest?
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Hopefully you will cry out for God to help you. I assue you, what we see in Japan is tearing apart
our hearts. You have heard about the high number of missing people. It's more, dear ones. And it
will get worse. Go on joining your prayers and empathy to this location exposed to the elements of
nature, to earth taking back her power, … keep firmly anchored while things will be adding up
furthermore.
Yes, it's true – „it wasn't raining when Noah built the ark―. But now the rain has set in and I hope
you have finished your preparations. This is the final rundown. Esu.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/14/2011 11:42 PM

Jay
User ID: 1298187
United Kingdom
3/15/2011 5:27 PM
I have a question or two for you but first let me introduce myself and explain were I am coming
from.
I started a thread a couple of month's back about meeting a man with blond curly hair during my
meditation's here is the thread
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
You approached me on the thread with your interpretation of what had happened and to be truthful
I was not ready to listen and apoligise if I was a little curt.
I have met these beings several times now and I have been told the blond man goes by the name
Lord maitreya.
I have been informed that I have cleared over my 51% karma and will ascend.
I have been given the sacred words/prayer to access my akashic records and told I am not
allowed to memorize them but must read them verbatim.
This is still all very new and I feel like I am walking about in the dark and do not know which way is
up down left or right if you get my drift.
So far I have not been able to access my A.R so here is one of my questions to you, Do I need to
be in a deep meditative state to access my A.R?
I am full of questions but for now I will leave it at that and maybe we could build upon this.
Thanks in advance.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 744521
United States
3/15/2011 7:42 PM

Hi "Jay". well I went backed and looked and got a reminder of Freedom Stands who are not
posting under that name here any more. I say "are" because it was at least 2 people sharing the
account, and a major purpose in the initial posts was to cause problems for me and others of
related purpose. So I see there was a lot of posts discouraging you at that time. Religious folks, at
least christians, are often brought up to believe that all beings contacting one other than "the holy
spirit" are evil, and the Holy Spirit is NOT a person at all, so go figure.
The circuits to this planet have been reopened and many from the higher realms are appearing to
help reestablish "contact" with assorted guides and angels and it's all ok and a discerning person
would not take advice of a negative nature seriously anyway. If you get told to go do something
unconscionable, you would know.
Generally you do have to be in a reasonable meditative state to contact your soul records, but also
you will not yet be given some "files" that are "password" protected, if one wants to use the
analogy of a computer, because not all can be released at this time yet.
Now don't let anybody tell you Maitreya is the antichrist either because he is NOT, he is wondrous
and is the "coming Buddha" for the buddhists amongst other duties. He is very gentle. We just
finally started carrying his work on my website, because of the terrible stuff that has been out
about him, somebodies in the powers on this planet must be awfully worried about "goodness."
I would suggest you keep right on doing your meditation and tune out what others will tell you
against it. The dark ones will feel dark, but then also if one is still frightened of the process,
because of lack of knowledge, that which is good can be initially frightening.
You are entering a wondrous time, dive in!
If Maitreya has taken an interest in you, you are in good hands. Go with it! Keep yourself shielded
in white light, particularly during meditation but otherwise if you feel the need.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/15/2011 8:02 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 744521
United States
3/15/2011 8:16 PM
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Jay, here are three messages from Maitreya thru Bela on my site. Enjoy. Others reading here will
benefit also.

Awaken! Rise and Shine
5/21/10 Maitreya thru Bela
It is The Christ energy through Maitreya wanting to meet closely with each one of you at this time.
Place your thoughts with the Christ energy that is you, with Christ Michael, with beloved Esu and
your lighted brethren. It is time for humanity to awaken.
The elements will heave, the energies will rise, outworn systems will shatter - and lo, humanity will
be shaken from his slumber in these moments that are upon you now. His attention will be swirling
with the lost and broken, the new, the unknown, the now of his moment facing God with eyes
opened in a manner that that was impossible before - but now - he will see - he will hear - he will
know.
And this opening door is a wondrous thing. It will feel perilous, even for those that know what is
occurring and why it is occurring. But for the abruptly woken masses - it will feel truly perilous
indeed. Each will be taken care of according to what is the ultimate best. Know this. KNOW THIS.
Be of the mantle of Christ now and reinforce it with every breath that you may radiate this light
greatly to those who have not yet discovered their own. It will be a glorious surprise when many
know it for the first time. Glorious indeed. And then they will fell a pull to slide back quickly into a
blanket of forgetfulness. It is your light and love that will stabilize the collective human energy to
withstand a shaky transformation. Shine on, shine on, shine on! This is your important part to play.

******************

Stretching Your Consciousness
Maitreya thru Bela April 15, 2010

Let's chat a bit more now.

My, my, my, how the mighty have fallen! I speak of the very, very dark controllers and their fall - as
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if their stony heads rolled right off their cast shoulders while standing at the podium in front of the
world for all to see. This will be laid out perfectly for the world to feast on the essence of this grand
lesson. Let your hearts flow with unconditional love to all - for they and their organizations are a
part of YOU that has been challenged and overcome. Congratulations.

Now, you will notice that I speak of past, future and present things like a moebius loop rather than
in a linear time line - for I speak the truth - and it is the truth that time is not a linear thing. So I
teach you of this perspective when I speak of it being accomplished, done, or in your near or far
future - all in the same sentence. Beg not this question, for I know. And I share this perspective
with you now.

You hear reference to "time will end" or "the end times." Words fail - and larger consciousness
grows. LIFE does not end! Your linear concept of time is growing to a corrected version of the
perception of the moebius strips of now. It is the now - and space - that is looped and folded and
twisted and pinched much like your saying "anywhere, anytime." But this is managed. This you will
learn about and learn to do. Your great ones such as Tesla tried gifting you with practical
technologies based on this same expanded thinking.

Do not labor over words. Instead hear my energy that I assure you reaches you through the
vehicle of these messages. You are being stretched. That is my purpose at this time as I prepare,
prepare, prepare the way at the point of the plow to Light and Life. Take your honored place
beside me and stretch ahead into the new consciousness of ONE.
***************************
TO KNOW - a message from Maitreya

thru Bela

Yes, let us grow our connection. This is Maitreya.
TO KNOW. That is what you crave. You want to KNOW the TRUTH. You want to KNOW GOD,
and then you'll decide whether to serve that truth or not! This is a mighty current that drives you
from within. You choose to align your surface current with this under current in different ways over
the globe and from individual to individual.
[Ah, NOW! We're cooking! (kidding tone) Just because it feels so strong and you feel its tug does
not mean something negative, my dear! Get over it! You will get more and more used to this and
will enjoy being "plugged in" to this current so to speak. This is what you need to do to teach
through MY voice. Now, relax... Let us continue.]
BE!
If you could gain one concept as knowledge that you own, it would be this: to BE! Through this you
gain access to the knowledge of the GOD, for you BECOME the central point as I AM, and the
circumference of the circle of ALL , THAT at the same time. Then knowledge comes from your
beingness through your DIRECT experience of the ONE.
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I AM THAT I AM becomes a growing self knowledge, not a belief. You experience and come to
know the true LOVE. All else is pseudo pablum until you are WILLING to experience this. It is not
difficult. In fact it is SO simple that we are amazed that some of you sidestep it so routinely. Do not
try so hard, be still in this purpose, stop sidestepping, and bingo! You are there, growing your light
of knowing. You are connected to God; you are a fragment of God; ah, so you are God?; and you
come to KNOW this.
NO religion, however beautifully laid out can do this for you. NO ONE else's carefully laid out
discipline can do this for you. There is God and your growing perception of God through the God
fragment within you. That's it. Period. Done.
So why is it that you choose the sidestepping of this wonderful truth through religions or manappointed religious authority? Oh, you make it so hard on yourselves. But you get a real education
on the way don't you? You may have even said to your children "It's OK. It can be useful to
experience the wrong way as it points to a better way. But now you know, and will make a better
choice next time, wont you?."
We watch you grow your light. We send angels to assist you. We point the way time and time and
time again. We are patient. We love unconditionally. We see you grow bit by bit, beyond belief into
KNOWING and oh, we rejoice. For LIVING this paves the road for the age of LIGHT and LIFE!
This is good for now.
Bela: Love and thanks to you Maitreya.
Maitreya: Love to you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1266868
United States
3/15/2011 8:22 PM
Same stuff was told in Eden.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 744521
United States
3/15/2011 8:37 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1266868

And...........
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1298187
United Kingdom
3/15/2011 9:32 PM
Hi I'm back read the messages and thanks, the part I highlighted relates to me I have slowly been
awakening to this and getting scared and allowing myself to go back to sleep so to speak.
But of the past week it has been at the forefront of my mind I have not even been able to sleep
properly with all of the changes that are happening to me energetically and emotionally.
I will look out for your posts and will also check out your site.
Thanks again.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Jay
User ID: 1298187
United Kingdom
3/15/2011 9:40 PM
Oh I have a been shown a grid it looks like an electric field all crisscrossed but I am having
problems fully remembering what was explained to me by the old man.
Do you have any idea about what this grid is and why it was being shown to me?
If not fine but like I said I am full of questions and it has taken me months just to build up the
courage to openly talk about this stuff and now I cant shut up lol.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 744521
United States
3/15/2011 9:51 PM

Quoting: Jay 1298187

ask him again, there are many reasons a grid could be shown!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1298187
United Kingdom
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3/15/2011 9:53 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have tried but I think Im blocking myself from getting in to a deep meditation.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 744521
United States
3/15/2011 9:58 PM

Well wait until the time is right, no big push, let this unfold, just don't let yourself fear it, because
you see, this is how one does communicate and it well become common in time, and you will then
be a way shower for others beginning on a similar journey. I don't always remember everything
either.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/15/2011 9:59 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1298187
United Kingdom
3/15/2011 10:05 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Kind of what I thought just let nature take it's course, but it is frustrating I would just like to sit down
with them have a cup of tea and have a fully conscious conversation.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1298843
Mexico
3/16/2011 1:04 AM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

there you go
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1298843
Mexico
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3/16/2011 1:07 AM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1298843

ups sorry doesn't work, my bad, they seem to have a tight control on links
Jamesbo
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/17/2011 3:22 PM
With respect to the WAVE, an excerpt from PAPER 44 of UB that helps give one appreciation of
the much larger world of sound that exists beyond our comprehension. Hopefully this might help
some hear the tonal WAVE sound coming in. For me, it is a high-pitched, chime-like almost
crystalline like sound. It is not overwhelming, kind of nice, it is definitely THERE.
44:1 THE CELESTIAL MUSICIANS
44:1.1 With the limited range of mortal hearing, you can hardly conceive of morontia melodies.
There is even a material range of beautiful sound unrecognized by the human sense of hearing,
not to mention the inconceivable scope of morontia and spirit harmony. Spirit melodies are not
material sound waves but spirit pulsations received by the spirits of celestial personalities. There is
a vastness of range and a soul of expression, as well as a grandeur of execution, associated with
the melody of the spheres, that are wholly beyond human comprehension. I have seen millions of
enraptured beings held in sublime ecstasy while the melody of the realm rolled in upon the spirit
energy of the celestial circuits. These marvelous melodies can be broadcast to the uttermost parts
of a universe.
44:1.2 The celestial musicians are occupied with the production of celestial harmony by the
manipulation of the following spirit forces:
1. Spiritual sound —spirit current interruptions.
2. Spiritual light —the control and intensification of the light of the morontia and spiritual realms.
3. Energy impingements —melody produced by the skillful management of the morontia and spirit
energies.
4. Color symphonies —melody of morontia color tones; this ranks among the highest
accomplishments of the celestial musicians.
5. Harmony of associated spirits —the very arrangement and association of different orders of
morontia and spirit beings produce majestic melodies.
6. Melody of thought —the thinking of spiritual thoughts can be so perfected as to burst forth in the
melodies of Havona.
7. The music of space —by proper attunement the melodies of other spheres can be picked up on
the universe broadcast circuits.
44:1.3 There are over one hundred thousand different modes of sound, color, and energy
manipulation, techniques analogous to the human employment of musical instruments. Your
ensembles of dancing undoubtedly represent a crude and grotesque attempt of material creatures
to approach the celestial harmony of being placement and personality arrangement. The other five
forms of morontia melody are unrecognized by the sensory mechanism of material bodies.
44:1.4 Harmony, the music of the seven levels of melodious association, is the one universal code
of spirit communication. Music, such as Urantia mortals understand, attains its highest expression
in the schools of Jerusem, the system headquarters, where semimaterial beings are taught the
harmonies of sound. Mortals do not react to the other forms of morontia melody and celestial
harmony.
44:1.5 Appreciation of music on Urantia is both physical and spiritual; and your human musicians
have done much to elevate musical taste from the barbarous monotony of your early ancestors to
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the higher levels of sound appreciation. The majority of Urantia mortals react to music so largely
with the material muscles and so slightly with the mind and spirit; but there has been a steady
improvement in musical appreciation for more than thirty-five thousand years.
44:1.6 Tuneful syncopation represents a transition from the musical monotony of primitive man to
the expressionful harmony and meaningful melodies of your later-day musicians. These earlier
types of rhythm stimulate the reaction of the music-loving sense without entailing the exertion of
the higher intellectual powers of harmony appreciation and thus more generally appeal to
immature or spiritually indolent individuals.
44:1.7 The best music of Urantia is just a fleeting echo of the magnificent strains heard by the
celestial associates of your musicians, who left but snatches of these harmonies of morontia
forces on record as the musical melodies of sound harmonics. Spirit-morontia music not
infrequently employs all seven modes of expression and reproduction, so that the human mind is
tremendously handicapped in any attempt to reduce these melodies of the higher spheres to mere
notes of musical sound. Such an effort would be something like endeavoring to reproduce the
strains of a great orchestra by means of a single musical instrument.
44:1.8 While you have assembled some beautiful melodies on Urantia, you have not progressed
musically nearly so far as many of your neighboring planets in Satania. If Adam and Eve had only
survived, then would you have had music in reality; but the gift of harmony, so large in their
natures, has been so diluted by strains of unmusical tendencies that only once in a thousand
mortal lives is there any great appreciation of harmonics. But be not discouraged; some day a real
musician may appear on Urantia, and whole peoples will be enthralled by the magnificent strains
of his melodies. One such human being could forever change the course of a whole nation, even
the entire civilized world. It is literally true, " melody has power a whole world to transform. "
Forever, music will remain the universal language of men, angels, and spirits. Harmony is the
speech of Havona.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 785905
United States
3/17/2011 5:33 PM

First thanks Jamesbo for the piece from the UB. You might want to go put in the UB thread too if
you haven't already.
OK, her is the latest teaching about the WAVE with Seraphin and Rosie.
COMPLETE DEMOLITION AND STRETCHING FINGERS
Seraphin through Rosie, 16th March 2011
R: Dearest Seraphin, I hardly know where to start, as I am so full of sadness but also of joy in the
knowledge that a new wave of consciousness is on its way. Chile, Haiti, China, New Zealand and
now constant large quakes in Japan. Surely there can be no doubt to anyone now that there is
SOMETHING BIG GOING ON. Yet for many here in Europe it still feels distant, beyond their
reality, beyond their powers of critical assessment – a hazy spectre somewhere on the horizon
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which is impossible to influence, separated from self. The magnitude of this does not reach the
heart continuously – only for fleeting moments.
Like the immense palaces and state buildings which ruled the empires of Europe, old structures
and symbols of power seem to be still visibly in place. But I sense that on the inside, discussions
are intense, devising a last desperate attempt to stem an overwhelming incoming tide which will
sweep everything away in its path. I recall the Hapsburg Dynasty and Empress Maria Theresia
with her 11 daughters, 10 of whom were married off (including Marie-Antoinette) purely to
strengthen political power …
S: Yes, dearest, your thoughts are similar to ours when we consider the grinding of political power
machine which is grating in a last desperate attempt to fortify itself in view of the incoming wave. It
is not for us to describe this wave or the impact of this ―breakdown‖ in your normality and reality,
but rather it is to point out that each one of you will experience this in a different manner. This will
be according to your own individual psychological makeup, your spiritual capacity and your ability
to connect with others.
The community aspect is highly significant. Even if you are surrounded by helpful and sympathetic
people, TO WHAT DEGREE can you confide in them? TO WHAT DEGREE are you able to ask
for help? TO WHAT DEGREE are you able to offer help? TO WHAT DEGREE are you able to
admit that you are encountering extreme difficulty and TO WHAT DEGREE can you gracefully and
gratefully accept advice from others? And – and this is the hardest of all: TO WHAT DEGREE
CAN YOU ACCEPT THAT ALL THESE DISASTERS ARE SELF-MADE? TO WHAT DEGREE
CAN YOU SAY: I ACCEPT FULL RESPONSIBILITY. THESE ARE OUR FRUITS.
Without this recognition process, there is no chance for change to take place. It will simply mean
that you continue on the road to further catastrophe, whether on a personal or collective global
level, whether in this life or the next. KNOW THAT THE ROOTS MUST BE EXAMINED AND IN
ORDER IF THE WATER NECESSARY FOR THE SUSTENANCE OF THE PLANT IS TO REACH
THE DIVIDING CELLS WHICH BRING FORTH THE OUTWARD APPEARANCE OF GROWTH.
And I say: in this sense YOU ARE THE PLANTS, all living beings with an innate desire for
nurturing warmth. You wish to stretch and grow your leafy fingers towards the strong spiritual glow
which is rapidly approaching. Your soul thirsts for this divine watering. It does not wish to spend a
lifetime closetted in the dark cavernous and luxurious mansions of the Hapsburg palaces,
surrounded by gold, sacrificing its own flesh and blood (as Maria Theresia did) to keep the same.
And I say IT IS TIME TO GO OUT ONTO THE STREETS, NOT COWER IN DARK COSY
CORNERS, AND IT IS TIME TO SPEAK YOUR TRUTH AND RECONNECT TO A HIGHER
LEVEL OF AWARENESS. Do not feel dwarfed by towering buildings, important personalities or
prodigious names, for they are illusions of grandeur with the intention of binding you as minions to
the false desire for riches on earth.
But I say all this will crumble as it has crumbled in the past. There will be no restructuring or
repairing, for this will be a completely NEW START, A TABULA RASA. Your structures are so
outdated and hardened and soulless and deviant that they require COMPLETE DEMOLITION.
This is what you are seeing on a mental and physical level, COMPLETE DEMOLITION OF
HARMFUL THOUGHT STRUCTURES and of the physical landscape, resulting finally in the rise of
new thought structures and new lands.
In the face of such enormities, know that all the gold in the world cannot bring you comfort, which
is a feeling of solidarity with your fellows, this overwhelming and all-consuming desire to serve in
love. Do not be blinded by shows of opulence or wealth, for in these end times they have little
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meaning. The source of eternal richness and fulfilment lies in the quality of your heart, in the
abundance of love given, in the degree of dedication you personally manifest in service to the
Divine Source acting in the interests of harmony and peace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 502821
United States
3/18/2011 4:04 PM
Hello,
This wave, are they 'upgrades'?
Or a call to a truer reality?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1302944
Australia
3/18/2011 4:15 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 718787
United States
3/18/2011 4:49 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 502821

well a call would be better than upgrades, it is something that will sort people to their true sides of
the fence. It will also increase the earth changes. REad the early piece by Thoth, which is probably
the first one I posted in the thread.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 502821
United States
3/18/2011 5:26 PM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Hello you in particular,
I hope you don't mind me snipping above, but really liked alot of the info you shared in your post.
Thank you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 502821
United States
3/18/2011 5:29 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 502821

Hello,
There is this idea about attuning/tuning/harmonizing to 'the Wave'/pulse/higher frequencies and
vibrations, or being so in disharmony that one kind of shakes apart or goes crazy...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 718787
United States
3/18/2011 5:37 PM

yes attunement is a good word, and this will encourage many to attune who haven't been, but
some will not and it will be harder on them. This "tunes" in a sense all the matter of the planet
higher. those that are not intune will find the fit uncomfortable.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 502821
United States
3/18/2011 5:54 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hello you,
So there is a high degree of personal choice involved right? That's how it feels anyway, that when
we tune out of the outer fluff, we can hear, sense, or feel this, or something like that...
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Is that how it feels to you?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 732408
United States
3/18/2011 6:37 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 502821

Its always personal choice, but many people don't a have about that. They place choice outside
themselves. That is what I have such a distaste for around religion. It places choice some place up
in those clouds where God seems to live. People don't understand that their FAther Fragment and
angels can provide some advice, and they can listen to it, often it's intuition etc on this planet.
Even when they do perceive intuition they ignore it much of the time. Other times the answer
comes when they wake up, or as "light bulb moments." Religion fails to teach personal choices
and responsibilities. I think everyone is going to feel the wave, it will make matter actually tremble,
and sadly that will scare a lot of people, because the matter in their bodies will too.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1304231
Mexico
3/19/2011 1:43 PM
From what I understand it is like God's radar, excuse this term, God says hi, and if you don't
answer the call then, in subsecuent waves(is more than one), you will get more full with fear.
In the contrary if you answer the call then you will get more "in-line with God" with every wave in
crescendo.
I have been reading your site, and I must say there is some material I like and some I don't, I see
previous posts with dates and events, that then never occurred or there was a "change of plans",
so I have to ask, I know you cant give a date, but lets say this will occur from here to december
2012, is this correct?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 814738
United States
3/19/2011 2:04 PM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1304231

There is always change of plans depending on man's choices. Some things work, others do not
and some things are given as a warning as to what could happen, well in advance of when it will
happen.
If man would awaken some of these things would not need to happen even. Miracles could occur.
And we don't have enough of the star seeds who have awakened to serve and even the ones
awakened are lost in all the mess and can't figure it out. very complex. this planet is extremely
important as the major seed planet.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/19/2011 2:06 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 718905
United States
3/20/2011 6:15 PM

I am suspecting some of the rumbling stuff being posted all over glp and probably other places, I
don't visit them, may be the wave being to manifest.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1290381
United States
3/22/2011 5:26 AM
I really need a simplified answer....if that is possible. My father died 2/17/11. He was not nor ever
full of medication & definitely not prone to any kinds of hysteria. While at his bedside, moments
before/at his death, he heard incredible "winds rushing." He kept turning his head, looking to the
right & left (I believe he looked for the source). Something I can't explain was an effort to blow
"feathers" away from his face/mouth. He was lucid - he was not at all "crazy" & we've so wondered
what this experience really was for him. He said, "My God, Dear Jesus," just before his heart
stopped. This thread is the first I've read regarding the winds coming in & scalar waves - this
makes the most sense of anything I've come across. Any intelligent/helpful info is deeply
appreciated!
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Jamesbo
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/22/2011 4:27 PM
Another thread called "I hear the wave" has been started:
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Reports of children hearing it as well.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/22/2011 4:33 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 725547
United States
3/22/2011 6:44 PM

The Sands of Time- Christ Michael
The element of time cages man in a euphoric state of non awareness. He counts the milliseconds
if he must and watches often the clock to direct him in readiness for moments of importance. He
cannot fathom that which is of true import for if he did he would utilise his time more productively.
His measurement of time is now obscure for he has lost control of it. It is no longer his to measure
for I now control this seemingly important facet of his life. All shall enter into a state of
timelessness being an interval of non- time. This fast approaching event will be the culminating
event which shall usher in the great change, the momentous shift that so many are speaking off.
Time is mans‘ purchase, poorly used in the endeavour of progress. Yet there has been no real or
true progress and time has failed to serve man. Man has become a veritable slave to time which
now pinches him for he no longer has time to secure his power as the brewing storm curtails what
little time remains. The planet and man is in the midst of great upheaval, the mark of a planetary
cycles‘ end.
By his own hands man has created and will destroy the efficacy of time. His jaundiced approach
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bestirs fruitless events and he cannot see that the moments are spent in absolute internal and
external mayhem. He fails to use his time in preparation for the ‗coming‘ for he believes that he still
controls that which he calls time. It is mans‘ endearment for control that keeps him bound in
regressive states of thinking and will seal his downfall.
WE have warned them dear ones, those whose intransigence is the very rope from which they will
seal their fate. They listen not to OUR words. WE have efforted to place out there all manner of
warnings but few hear and many ignore. WE the Celestials must now manoeuvre this ship to its
next port regardless of the readiness of the masses. For a timetable exist which must be adhered
to. Man has been given chances ad infinitum. He must now take responsibility for his actions and
choices. I am a compassionate God and the Father, being the Source of All is most
compassionate for WE are but ONE. Yet the infestation cannot be allowed to continue lest our
innocent ones become infected or defect due to pressures.
What say I to you? Prepare. Know that what impends and now occur on your earth plane is not the
wrath of God but the result of mans‘ continued disobedience. The outplay of events in your world
at this time is merely a transference of mans‘ inability to listen and learn. He is fulfilling the
prophecies of the wizen ones that came before.
The purse strings of the controllers are empty now and they must raid the temples of others to
secure their position of power in the world. They are likened to flees sucking the blood of the
innocent and defenceless. Let them heed these words- WHAT YOU DO SHALL BE DONE UNTO
YOU. This law you will not be able to escape from.
Man has plagiarised the stories of the olden civilisations by re-writing the script; for yet again
another must come to an end for want of man‘s integrity, abuse and impoverishment of spirit. I
declare here and now that this shall be the last time, for the VOICE has spoken and the righteous
and awakened shall be led out of bondage into the land of true life. I am coming to meet you, to
seal our union with the remembrance of ME, to take you to a brand new level of understanding.
Yes my children light shall shine once again on your planet and the tears will cease to flow. But I
must admonish that before this time you will witness the end of the old through destruction and
collapse. All that must go will turn to sand and be blown away by the heavy winds of celestial
encounter. You are living now in this time. There is no more time left beloveds; for these last days
have assumed a speed which portends the end of time as you know it. WATCH THE SAND
TIMER AS THE GRAINS BECOME FEWER AND MAN BECOMES DEPRIVED OF TIME.
Every little moment now should be cherished in learning, observing and reuniting with ME from
within. Prepare yourselves for ME; for I am coming. I ask that in the remaining season that you
hold on tightly to your spirit‘s anchoring that you may brave the harsh winds and energies around
you now. Allow ME to be your effort, your strength and you shall remain standing.
I AM Christ Michael Aton. For those who can discern divinely read these MY words and find the
untold message within. The truth WE cannot fully disclose at this time for you WE must preserve.
My seal I place hereto that you may know that I AM ALL AND ONE IN THE TIMELESSNESS
THAT IS CREATION .
Salu!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 725547
United States
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3/22/2011 7:20 PM

to get it back on the front page. Important update above

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 868423
Canada
3/22/2011 11:47 PM
op, you say many of the starseeds have not awaken and many are caught in the mess. what do
you see as the realm of duties of awakened starseeds that can get past the mess. my feeling is i
am part of the mess, no way around that, and my job is to navigate the mess, best possible, until i
am really needed.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 752576
United States
3/23/2011 8:24 PM

Although a bit off topic, this is a nice video that showed up on my forum today. Called Cosmic
technicians at work and makes sense of the correcting time. hey those "larger cosmic beings" are
those from starfleet people.
[link to www.youtube.com]

Ok I never tried to embed yet, doesn't look so hard, so I will see what happens. Well that didn't
work and I just noticed "youtube" above here, will give that a try. [youtube]<object width="480"
height="390"><param name="movie" value="https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/v/xSr9AQmQgc?fs=1&amp;hl=en_US&amp;rel=0"></param><param name="allowFullScreen"
value="true"></param><param name="allowscriptaccess" value="always"></param><embed
src="https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/v/xSr9A-QmQgc?fs=1&amp;hl=en_US&amp;rel=0"
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type="application/x-shockwave-flash" allowscriptaccess="always" allowfullscreen="true"
width="480" height="390"></embed></object>
Well no luck. Somebody else want to try?
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/23/2011 8:35 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1286724
United States
3/23/2011 8:53 PM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSr9A-QmQgc&feature=player_embedded
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 752576
United States
3/23/2011 9:34 PM

Thank YOU for posting the video.
People, please be posting the link for this post in many threads. There are more threads appearing
again about the rumblings etc. Please when you see opportunity, take advantage.
Ossiel
User ID: 646356
United States
3/23/2011 10:01 PM

keep an eye on this
Why Not
User ID: 1184489
Netherlands
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3/23/2011 10:17 PM
Why is it so often with these kind of threads full of promise of spiritual enlightenment to come, they
prove to be like hot air in the end, typical luciferic trickery to focus our awareness on salvation from
elsewhere, instead of fulfillment from our divine self within.
Sure hope this thread is authentic and not yet another pipedream !
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 752576
United States
3/23/2011 10:42 PM

Quoting: Why Not 1184489

This NOT the purpose of this thread. This is not going to be a comfortable process and it's a
warning. This is a time spoken off about the return of GOD in the bible and probably other
religions.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1124291
United States
3/23/2011 11:04 PM

Quoting: Jay 1298187

I've been shown a tiny earth being held in a hand.
I've asked a healer what this might mean and she said "they" are showing me the new earth.
Would this be true?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 752576
United States
3/23/2011 11:53 PM
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THE ROOM WITH NO CORNERS
Message 43: THE ROOM WITH NO CORNERS
Seraphin through Rosie, March 23rd 2011
R: Dearest Seraphin: last night while walking I suddenly stopped to wonder at the stars. A minute
later I noticed a movement in the CORNER of my eye. When I looked down again I was shocked
to find myself staring straight into the golden eyes of a very large tabby cat, sitting on a doorpost.
Corners, and their surprising revelations, seem to be significant for me at the moment. I have
found dust, spiders, lost money and old diaries while cleaning out. Frustratingly, one lamp does
not work, making one of my dark corners difficult to spring-clean. Presently there seem to be so
many dark uninvestigated corners and issues in our world (the dangers of nuclear power, to voice
an immediate concern). What I know for certain is that there is always something ―unknown‖
beyond the perimeter of my present vision or perspective. I feel that it is this cleaning of corners
which you would like to comment on today…
S: Dearest: it is of utmost importance for everyone at this time to OPEN THEIR EYES AND
CLEAN OUT ALL THE CORNERS THEY HAVE BEEN AVOIDING. This is a time of personal and
cosmic spring-cleaning. It is as if a very finely meshed net is being pulled systematically through
and across your planetary system, through every cell of every person, SIFTING OUT
EVERYTHING WHICH IS NOT OF GOD. NOTHING CAN HIDE WHEN IT IS ILLUMINATED BY
DIVINE LIGHT.
If you so desire – and this is my greatest wish and highest recommendation – you can examine
your corners previous to the arrival of this mantle of light which comes to reap the harvests of
seeds sown. This includes not only the state of your immediate physical surroundings but the
condition of your minds. WEED OUT ALL SENTIMENTS WHICH YOU STRIVE TO KEEP
UNDERCOVER, FOR IF YOU CONTINUE TO HARBOUR THEM, A GREATER FORCE WILL
COMPEL THEM TO SURFACE.
This is an appeal to look at everything – without exception – straight in the eye, in full awareness
of your surroundings, in full awareness of your concealed thoughts, of your unexpressed
resentment and your unexpressed LOVE. Attempt to understand the roots of why you find it
difficult to have loving thoughts about any particular person, however horrific their crime appears
to be, in the knowledge that you are not yet privy to a further enlightening perspective.
The time for stargazing – drifting away from immediate reality – is over. The more you have
drifted, the greater the shock. The more you have failed to investigate, the more appalled or
delighted you will be at the results of your investigations. The more you have been asleep, the
greater the wake-up call. And if you wait too long, you will not be staring into the eyes of a cute
kitten but the eyes of a lion.
So we say to you all: GET YOUR LAMPS WORKING and look eagerly to discover the truth. Do
not allow truth to be presented to you conveniently on a plate, always coloured by the same
perspective, always flavoured by the same familiar and reassuring condiments, always at the
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same temperature for exactly the same tastes. Go beyond the boundaries of the familiar, for this
will serve you well. Search the dark corners and you will throw out the cobwebs of neglect and the
dust of resignation to discover your inner wealth and the true story of yourselves and of this planet.
Retrieve your own biographies and reclaim your divinity, realigning your purpose with the incoming
light before it arrives to force open your eyes. Your wellbeing will depend on the degree of your
authenticity, and the intensity with which you have searched out your shadow worlds.
And I say THE HIDING GAME IS OVER. Preceed the wave. Purify yourselves to better serve as
an instrument of peace. Use these moments to examine your relationships in gentleness, knowing
that this process of recognition on all levels in all areas has already begun. We joyfully await its
intensification until it is clear to all that paradise is living in eternity in a room with no corners.
Being Mindful
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1311715
United States
3/24/2011 8:25 AM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 1191382
United States
3/24/2011 9:47 AM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1124291

this wave does create a new earth, changes the atomic structure etc, but we also have to be
involved that, and many of us here from other places, we serve, our bodies because our DNA is a
little different to channel new energies into the earth and in addition our works to lift up society etc,
as way showers.
Being * gnieB
User ID: 1189285
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United States
3/24/2011 11:10 AM
Here are some WAVE material:
1997, "The Piller Of Celestial Fire" Robert Cox. Masters in Veda Studies. His insights transcend
the labels.
... This transformation (which is almost upon us), which sometimes is referred to as the Second
Coming, Judgement Day, the Descent of Heaven on Earth, the Rapture, etc (Return of the Gods,
Interval of Non-Time, Conclusion of the system of things, Armegeddon, End of the Cali Yuga) is
not due to anything that we as human beings have done in the past, or that we will do in the future.
It is an inevitable consequence of certain celestial mechanics that are beyond the reach of human
influence. I believe that these mechanics are about to deliver an immense flood of celestial fire or
cosmic life force to our planet. When this wave of cosmic life force washes over our planet,
everthing will be transformed and changed in ways that are almost unimaginable.
Although we cannot alter the inevitability of this transformation, we can change the way in which
this transformation will influence us. To survive the wave of celestial fire and flourish in the new
Goldern Age (reference to yugas) that will dawn in its wake, we must begin to prepare ourselves
for it...
Cox assembles a very coherent timeline (from diverse sources) for the arrival of the Wave per the
procession of equinoxes (which we are in NOW), Yuga durations etc.

Cassiopiaea Transcripts Copyright 1994-2002, Laura Knight-Jadczyk (cobbled together from
within 2835 pages of material)
Q: (L, 1/21/95) Okay, ... I want to know what this
humming sound is that people are hearing all over this country? ...hearing this intense
hummingsound that literally drives them crazy. There was a TV special on about this the other
night. What is this humming and where is it coming from?
A: Increased EM waves in preparation for oncoming wave
Q: (L) What is the source of this sound, I mean, where specifically, location-wise, is it coming
from?
A: Cosmic.
Q: (L) Okay, it's cosmic; it's not coming from the planet itself.
Q: (L) What is plane convergence?
A: What will happen to earth.
Q: (L) Is this going to happen soon?
A: Yes.
What does this wave consist of?
A: Realm border.... Realm border follows all encompassing energy reality change...
Q: (L) Is this realm border a dimensional boundary?
A: Yes.
Q: (L) When was the last time a realm border crossed as far as the earth is concerned?
A: As you measure, on Earth, 309,000 years ago.
Q: (L) What does this wave consist of in terms of energy?
A: Feeling.
Q: (L) This wave is feeling? It is a wave of emotion?
A: Hyperkinetic sensate.
Q: (L) What does that mean?
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A: All.
Q: (L) We don't understand
A: Too complex for this medium.
Q: (L) Recently I read an article about bursts of gamma rays in the upper atmosphere. What are
these bursts of gamma rays?
A: Increasing energy with approach of wave.
Q: (L, 11/3/94) What is the generative source?
A: Part of grand cycle.
Q: (L) Is this the cycle understood by the Mayans?
A: They understood partially.
Q: (L) Their calendar extends to 2012... is that accurate as to the time of the realm border
change?
A: Close. Still indefinite as you measure time. Lizzies hoping to rule you in 4th density. Closer to
18 years.
Q: (L) Well, why is all this activity happening now?
A: The grand cycle is about to close presenting a unique
opportunity.
Q: (L) Does this mean that this is a unique opportunity to change the future?
A: Future, past and present.
Q: (L) So, do realm borders have something to do with location?
A: Realm borders ride waves.
Q: (L) And where do these waves come from?
A: They constantly cycle.
Q: (L) Does it have something to do with the movement of the planet earth into it or does it move
onto us?
A: Either or.
Q: (L, 11/24/94) Can you tell us about this recent volcanic eruption? What was the cause?
A: "Heating up" of earth.
Q: (L) What is causing it to heat up?
A: Vibrational frequency changes.
Q: (L) What is the source of these vibrational frequency changes?
A: Oncoming wave as we have told you before.
Q: (L) This oncoming wave, is this a wave which is so large or so vast that its effects are felt many
years in advance of its absolute arrival point?
A: All waves in nature have a "contract" phase.
Q: (L) Does that mean like just before a wave comes up on shore it kind of sucks everything out?
A: Yes.
Q: (L) So we are in the sucking back phase [demonstrates with hand motion and sound effects.]
A: Cute analogy.
Q: (L) You have told us through this source, that there is a cluster of comets connected in some
interactive way with our solar system, and that this cluster of comets comes into the plane of the
ecliptic every 3600 years. Is this correct?
A: Yes. But, this time it is riding realm border wave to 4th level, where all realities are different.
Q: (L) Okay, so the cluster of comets is riding the realm border wave. Does this mean that when it
comes into the solar system, that its effect on the solar system, or the planets within the solar
system,
(J** or us), may or may not be mitigated by the fact of this transition? Is this a mitigating factor?
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A: Will be mitigated.
Q: (L) When the energy changes to 4th density, and you have
already told us that people who are moving to 4th density when the transition occurs, that they will
move into 4th density, go through some kind of rejuvenation process, grow new teeth, or
whatever, what happens to those people who are not moving to 4th density, and who are totally
unaware of it? Are they taken along on the wave by, in other words, piggy-backed by the ones
who are aware and already changing in frequency, or are they going to be somewhere else doing
something else?
A: Step by step.
Q: (T) In other words, we are looking at the fact that what's coming this time is a wave that's going
to allow the human race to move to 4th density?
A: And the planet and your entire sector of space/time.
Q: (T) Is that what this whole plan is about, then, if I may be so bold as to include all of us here in
this. We, of the beings of light who have come here into human form, to anchor the frequency, is
this what we are anchoring it for, for this wave, so that when it comes enough of us will be ready,
the frequency will be set, so that the change in the planet can take place as it has been planned?
A: Yes.
Q: (L) When this happens, will we piggy-back all those who are still unaware?
A: Open.
Q: (T) Okay, when the people are talking about the earth changes, when they talk in literal terms
about the survivors, and those who are not going to survive, and the destruction and so forth and
so on, in 3rd, 4th, 5th level reality we are not talking about the destruction of the planet on 3rd
level physical terms, or the loss of 90 per cent of the population on the 3rd level because they
died, but because they are going to move to 4th level?
A: Whoa! You are getting "warm."
Q: (T) Okay. So, we are anchoring this. So, when they talk about 90 per cent of the population not
surviving, it is not that they are going to die, but that they are going to transform. We are going to
go up a level. This is what the whole light thing is all about?
A: Or another possibility is that the physical cataclysms will occur only for those "left behind" on
the remaining 3rd level density earth.
Q: (T) Okay, what you are saying, then, is that we are anchoring the frequency, so that when the
wave comes, we move to 4th level density as many people as possible, in order to break the hold
the "Dark T-shirts" have got on this planet, those who remain behind will not have enough energy
left for the "Dark T-shirts" to bother with the
planet any longer. There will be less of them so the planet will be able to refresh and they will be
able to move on in their lessons without interference?
A: Close.
Q: (L) At this point of dimensional transition, is what we are doing, anchoring a frequency, are we
creating a sort of "super string" network that will literally create another earth in 4th density, which
will then exist in 4th density, and the old 3rd density earth -- almost like the splitting of a one celled
organism, only in this splitting one half of it moves into another dimension and is energized and
quite literally created by the anchoring frequency, while the old one remains and experiences 3rd
density reality?
A: Step by step.
Q: (L) Now, as I was starting to say, if, theoretically an individual was to develop in a natural way
by making all the proper choices, and was to arrive at the point in time when the major transition is
to be made, would that individual's body pass through into that heightened dimension in a physical
state? Remember, this is just a
theoretical person...
A: Of course.
Q: (L) Now suppose this theoretical person were to pass through this transition to the other side,
what state would they find their body in? Would it be exactly as it is now in terms of solidity? What
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would be the experience?
A: The key concept here is variability of physicality.
Q: (L) Does this mean that everybody will be different or that an individual will have greater control
over the substance and constitution of the body?
A: Not exactly either. Your physicality will be variable according to need and circumstance.
Q: (L) Okay, does this mean that sometimes we will be more of a light body?
A: Close.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 1191382
United States
3/24/2011 11:24 AM

this was good material back then. Except its not 4th density. We will always be 2nd density. This is
a dimensional change within our density. Some of the whining in those ears was generated by
earth technologies, like GWEN etc though. The WAVE itself was not being so perceived then. It is
being perceived now.
It does change the vibratory rate of atomic structure on this earth. the biggest bulk will hit during
the stasis, and that is what is meant, in the above, that the effects will be mitigated, because we
have a different plan for this world. But in the giving of the time given above, you can see what the
"FALL" meant. It meant the FALL of the vibration rate and now it's going back UP.
Thanks for finding this, I had considered looking for it, because I even had copy of it on my old
desktop which is not operational anymore, and I am not sure if my CD backup would run well on
the mac and I don't want to risk viral infection in some way. Did you post the link? I will place this
on my webiste.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/24/2011 11:27 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 1191382
United States
3/24/2011 11:30 AM
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To the BS flag folks, post it once, I remove the post, post it twice I remove YOU from being able to
post. I will NOT tolerate such behavior in my threads. This material is important, it is truth, and the
day you begin to shake, and the ground shakes under you and the sky trumpets above YOU, you
are going to remember your BS flags.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/24/2011 11:31 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 502821
United States
3/24/2011 11:41 AM
Hey you!,
I saw this cool video today that was labeled Gravity Wave, but it seemed more atmospheric and
does look like a sea wave even:
[link to wimp.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1312260
Canada
3/24/2011 12:33 PM
Thank you , Candace, for this excellent information. When can we expect to feel the effects of this
wave.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 769489
United States
3/24/2011 6:29 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1312260

We already are, but it will be a bit longer as the intensity builds before more will feel it, it is going to
get a bit nasty at some point. but that will not last long. I can't give the details yet on the rest of the
planning.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/24/2011 6:30 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1291054
United States
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3/24/2011 6:33 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1154424
United States
3/24/2011 6:39 PM
hm..9 1/2 yrs ago a sound began inside my head, it was quite loud, sounded like rushing water.
wasn't arterial, the rhythm was too erratic.
over the years it changed in various ways, moving from the limbic region to the sides, then to the
top and front, becoming smoother and softer, but always the same tone. at this point is it barely
discernable and thruout my whole head. maybe what you are saying is what it is, idk. it has gone
on 24/7 all this time.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1154424
United States
3/24/2011 6:46 PM
guess i could have described the morphing of the sound better. started like rushing water,
morphed to sounding like a turbine generator. then to an ohm sound, and now it is kinda like the
ohm but so subtle i can't really describe it. and this all started after i made a vow of celibacy to
God and all that stuff..
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 769489
United States
3/24/2011 6:50 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1154424

Mine has changed alot over time also. started actually sometime before 2000, but really don't
remember. I thought maybe it was tinnitus, having been a nurse back then. but it was different. I
had the LOUDEST noise ever in my left ear yesterday, it's one I get which I associate with the
earth ripping some place. Usually it's my right ear, but this time it was the left, lasted at least a
minute and was just huge. Something is going on, and I fear another very large quake, because
although the RIP sound is gone, there is still strange feelings in the ear.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 502821
United States
3/24/2011 7:13 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey there!
The idea regarding the effects of the waves are interesting.
Also what it may look like to even what it is in essence.
I do wonder if it is Light based, or the wave(length) property in light. Something like this:
[link to upload.wikimedia.org]

Also the thought of beings in a similar, matching, more harmonic levels of frequency, to beings
that may be on a disharmonic frequency, or a personal frequency that is at odds, or clashing,
against a bigger frequency.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 502821
United States
3/24/2011 7:21 PM
Hello,
This article reminds me of an aspect of your thread's subject:
[link to www.universetoday.com]
"
...All electromagnetic waves carry some amount of energy. The rule of thumb is, the higher
the frequency (and the shorter the wavelength), the greater is its energy. Thus, since UV waves
have much shorter wavelengths than visible light (400 nm – 700 nm), they carry more energy.
Subsequently, those with higher energies have greater capabilities of altering the atoms on
which they are incident on. For example, they are more capable of dislodging electrons. That is
why you‘ll never get a burn when under a fluorescent lamp for 24 hours but you will if you stay out
in the sun for even just a couple of hours...
"
Also there are ideas about information in Light, and also light being a factor in DNA on some level,
right?
Being Mindful
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1311715
United States
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3/24/2011 7:23 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/24/2011 7:28 PM
For additional resources in dealing with the coming WAVE read about atomic retransfiguration in
this thread:
SILVERHAWK: The Winds og God, The Resurrection
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 668442
United States
3/24/2011 8:31 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 769489
United States
3/24/2011 9:14 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 502821

yes, that has a lot to do with being in the photon belt, it has information. And energies now coming
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from the Milky Way Center for 4 1/2 years now make changes too, the special gamma rays do a
lot of DNA remodeling. Even on this planet we are learning to use gamma rays to make changes
in plants, and to kill organisms on food. They can kill and they can build up or change. Depends on
the intentions and type and how they are used.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1313428
United States
3/25/2011 7:34 AM
Great post!
Thank you
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1313502
Canada
3/25/2011 8:56 AM
Great post, info...!!!
Thanks!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 892711
United States
3/25/2011 11:28 AM

REgards photons carrying information, you can observe this in the fiber optic cable that connects
you to the internet. Remember the dial up days? Some of you are still stuck with that! The reason
dial up is slow, is that the information is carried by electricity, the flow of electrons. Electrons also
carry information, but near the quantity of the photon. That is WHY the fiber optic cable works so
much better, and of course the size and quantity of cables is also a factor.
While MIND is non physical, you have to store what you KNOW someplace, just like your
computer has to store the stuff you put on it on the hard drive.
The ANIMAL mind stores it's knowledge on electrons. An electron is powerful, it can hold 3G's.
POnder that, because your harddrives say, a 240 G drive like I have, would only require 80
electrons! and one day our computers will use this method in fact. BEcause they will be LIVING
minds. The functions of the body are complex, and the mind of the body that RUNS the body, thru
the so called autonomic nervous system, uses a LOT of electrons. As does your thinking mind.
GOD knowledge is stored on PHOTONS. And some of you having read in the Urantia Book, have
learned the term Thought Adjuster. I really more like Father Fragment for that, because that is
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what it is. It doesn't adjust your thoughts, it provides you Fatherly advice.
Now the chief feature of the Father Fragment IS the PHOTONS. And as you clear your karma,
your electrons collide and form photons, which is how your "light body" is built.
YOUR knowledge goes beyond what the electrons can store. And the Father Fragment brings you
a HUGE amount of knowledge of the Father. The thought adjuster as part of the soul also
connects to other realms etc. It is multifaceted and also your whole soul structure is multifaceted
and one day. Man will scientifically prove the soul and how it works.
So as you ascend, your gradually change your animal mind electrons storage system to god mind
photon storage system. By the time you graduate, as an ascending son with an adjuster from your
local universe of origin, Nebadon for you unless you are visiting from elsewhere, your mind
Storage system, is ALL on photons. That is what makes you then a spirit being and you have no
use for any part of an animal or morontial body form either. But if you want to work on a place like
earth you do have to pick up a body, usually by method of birth. With the body, you all of a sudden
have again an electron system that gets programmed by your experiences here, religion, mind
control et all.
You have to mostly DROP that one, and use your REAL photon storage mind. That is behind the
teaching in new age of getting OUT of your EGO mind. It can take quite a bit of effort to drop it,
usually in bits and pieces as you drop the programming here. The lousy DNA and reduced animal
brain structure does not encourage that. The newer star seeds are coming in with much better
DNA, more strands of it, and thus better brains equipped with more spiritual structors. some are
born now with an elementary 3rd lobe, the pyschic lobe. Us older ones are growing at this late
date, my head has even single suture on it expanding. I have more "baby soft spots" that I had
when I was born. I have spreads as much as 2 inches. Be feeling your heads! That is from all the
new stuff coming in.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/25/2011 11:34 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310133
Canada
3/25/2011 9:18 PM

tava6655
User ID: 1309696
United States
3/25/2011 9:33 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Interesting Information Candace. I like where this thread is going.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1286724
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United States
3/26/2011 12:05 AM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/26/2011 9:52 AM

M-mathmatician
User ID: 1235571
United States
3/26/2011 10:27 AM
indeed! Much love to all of you other me's out there and blessings on your path. Candace, I know
at times this work that you are doing seems like a thankless task.....however, we of the indigenous
worlds both past and future do take notice and we watch and pray with you. We feel that you are
connecting with the father god of the sun universes and we are holding the ancient earth mother
which is now in travail. We see this as a merging of the devine feminine, through our many
traditions we have kept and honored our mother and the merging of the father(the suns of god).
Take heart and know that we too pray that this linking of the heart and mind of GOD or the two
great spirits will be as painless as possible, however, it is not for us to know this now.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 1180603
United States
3/26/2011 10:54 AM

Quoting: M-mathmatician 1235571

Know that at some point into the wave process, there will be an intervening process to reduce the
pain when the time is right. thankyou for your lovely post and support!
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PS. I had a native american incarnation here in the rocky mountains some place, and my heritage
in that regard is in the peoples who used TeePees for housing, which is why I have a strong
resonance in that regard with such. I to this day love "camping" in tents, not RV's. I haven't done
that for a very long time now, but our most treasured vacations when my children were young
were the camping ones, being outdoors all the time and roughing it a bit. We did it both as a
vacation and when traveling distances by car, if the weather was ok, camping instead of staying in
motel rooms.
Man needs to get back in touch with nature. I go often close to my home where there is a bit of
nature anyway, and walk with the coyotes who do not fear me, nor me them. I invite wildlife too
into my yard as much as possible and I find it awfully sad that there are much fewer birds than a
few years ago. My beloved bluejay family remains however, these ones came down here after the
big forest fire some years ago in the mountains, and I make sure I always have the peanuts in the
shell they love so much. I can put the nuts out and whistle, I don't whistle very well, but they hear it
and know to come. I could just as well telepath them actually and save the lousy whistle.
I have had many memory dreams of my life as an American Indian, and they are always good, as
that life was good. The white man had come, and in one of them I am trading furs with some. I
assume my tribe made use of the flute, because I very much love wooden flute music. I don't have
a recordings, did copy some to a prior computer off the web, but that was lost with the computer
death.
Any suggestions here, for good albums?
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/26/2011 10:55 AM
M-mathmatician
User ID: 1235571
United States
3/26/2011 11:17 AM
look for ancient winds on you tube, that will give you a good start. There are several others that
are there and they will guide you to whatevers available from the ancient ways and songs. I do
enjoy your posts and I will return here from time to time to check the progress from your side.
Thanks and much love to you!
M-mathmatician
User ID: 1235571
United States
3/26/2011 11:26 AM
BYW, I think that your blue jay friends hae heard you, three of them have come to my window
since our conversation has started. Every day is a blessed day in this new energy, there are many
miracles happening for those with eyes to see. This is the way...it is the way of oneness and in
that vain i greet all who see this thread.
Being * gnieB
User ID: 1189285
United States
3/26/2011 12:52 PM
The following is ~70 years old & pretty strong stuff. It has remarkable "Wave" aspects &
prophesies (Ice will melt, etc).
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Peter Deunov (Beinsa Douno) 1864-1944
Esoteric Christianity
"ERADICATION OF THE OLD"
"A new Wave is coming from out of the Cosmic Space: the Wave of Divine Love. It is also called
'the Wave of Fire'. This Wave has powerful vibrations which not every human being can endure. It
has been said, for this reason, that God is an all-consuming Fire. Those who are ready to
withstand the vibrations of this Wave and assimilate them will become luminous. Yet for those who
cannot bear them, it will be a Fire which will either consume them or will cause them to pass
through great suffering. This will prepare them to awaken and receive Love.
This Wave of Love which is coming is also called the Divine Fire. Everything old and impure will
burn in it. After man passes through this Divine Fire, the Kingdom of God will come to Earth. I say:
when the Fire of Love comes, some people will become luminous; but others will burn, will pass
through repentance.
"Today you find yourselves in a great phase of Life. Not too much time will pass before you will
find yourselves passing through the Fire. This will be in your lifetime. This Wave of Fire will soon
pass over the world and purify it. All human thoughts and desires will pass through this Fire and
become purified in the most perfect way. The Great Life will enter you, and you will become
transformed. As the smith places the iron in the fire in order to refine it, so too, the Intelligent World
will pass us through the Fire so that we can be purified and tempered.
"Those Beings which descend from above say, 'We will turn the earth on its head and will chase
the evil away from it.' The evil will not attempt to come near it again.
"The great destruction which occurs today is due to this great Life which comes now. If people do
not accept Christ voluntarily, the whole culture will pass through Fire seven times, but in the end, it
will be purified and renewed.
"The Wave of Fire will pass through the minds of all people. You all will pass through this Divine
Fire; you will free your souls and be liberated from bondage.
"If man does not awaken and arise, all the 'blankets' in which he has wrapped himself will burn.
Everything which man has created will burn and turn into ashes and dust. What I am speaking of
is the Coming of the Day of the Lord. I say now, 'We are in the Day of the Lord!'
"Only one-half hour remains before the last train leaves. Woe to those who have not yet managed
to settle their accounts. If Europe does not correct her past mistakes, great tribulations will come
her way.
"The Lord is coming, and He has already set His Foot upon the earth. I can easily prove that He
has set foot upon the earth. How? The great suffering which is constantly increasing is the proof
that the Lord is coming to this world. Do you know what His decision is? Everything impure is to
burn. One has never before seen the dust that will be raised on earth. You have never suspected
what great cleansing is coming before the Great Day. Nothing will remain of the European states
and of the planning of the European diplomats. Love will destroy everything old. After that we will
start to build. This turbulence among societies, this unrest among those who are in distress,
indicates that God permeates everything. All this is linked to the eradication of the karma of
humankind which has accumulated for thousands of years. Until all old concepts, thoughts and
feelings bum in the Fire of suffering, man cannot enter into the new Life which is due to come now.
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"Because for thousands of years man was under the influence of the negative forces, these forces
now turn against him. Man has strayed from his right path, and all misfortunes are due to that.
People have deviated from many things and for this reason, have remained behind in their
development. The Invisible World wants to help them so that they may develop properly. The
Invisible World is sending workers with their hammers to work on people's homes. These
misfortunes are called 'the unfavorable conditions of life.' With their imprudent way of life, people
let loose the evil, and as a result, tribulations come. That which man experiences, and feels
hanging heavily over him, is his karma. This is a debt which is due to be paid. In Matthew Chapter
24, the woman who was 'taken' has paid her karma, she is free of any debt. On the other hand,
the woman who was 'left' has not yet eliminated her karma. And so, the present events indicate
the paying off of an old debt: the eradication of karma. An acceleration in the eradication of the
past error of humankind is taking place at present - everything that has accumulated is being
eradicated.
"In the fall, all old leaves fall whether they want to or not. Only new buds which will produce new
branches in the coming spring - only new leaves and flowers - remain on the trees. The beauty of
life is in the changes. After a storm, the weather clears. The present events are like a storm: they
will pass. Everything that occurs is for the better. We think that the present order is good, but God
is weary of the transgressions which people commit.
"The karma of the European nations is already ripe and creates tribulations for the whole of
humankind. The tribulations indicate that man must change his way of life and apply the Divine
Teaching. The Jews did not accept the Teachings of Christ, and tribulations came upon them. The
Christian nations did not apply Christ's Teaching, and the present tribulations came. The present
troubles come because man did not accept voluntarily and with an awakened consciousness to
fulfill the Will of God. Even greater disturbances - external as well as internal -will come in order for
man to awaken and fulfill the Will of God. to serve God. This will be forced upon humankind.
"Modern culture is in its departure. The new culture is coming, and its application in life will begin.
The Invisible World has decided to teach modem civilized people a lesson which they will
remember for a thousand years. The Scripture says, 'The Wrath of God will come upon the sons of
disobedience.' In other words, the Potter will break up the imperfect pots."
On another occasion, the Master said:
"The whole earth at present is undergoing a great change, a reconstruction. This will continue until
its forces become balanced. The earth will undergo disturbances. There exist ways to predict in
which region of the planet the greatest turbulence will occur.
"All of Europe, the entire earth is in turmoil. The entire world is in disarray. Be not afraid. In such
times of trouble, people will come to know God: will come to understand that He is that Great
Intelligent Power which turns all things to good. You must remain calm and peaceful and know that
the times in which you live are most favorable.
"All of Europe will pass through unimaginable trials. Modern Europeans have built a dam on the
river which one day will collapse. Therefore, whoever is above the town should search for refuge
in the mountain, and whoever is at the low level must run for higher ground. I speak symbolically.
"People ask what will become of them in the future. Imagine that you live on the North Pole where
everything is ice. Your homes are made of ice: nowhere can you see water. I say to you that you
need to take some precautionary measures because the earth will undergo great changes. The
sun will start to shine very hot. It will melt the ice: the homes will fall apart, and you will start to
sink. You say, 'What bad fortune has come to us.' This is not bad fortune - simply the ice melts.
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The same I say to you now: if you do not correct your life, the same will happen to you. I do not
say this to frighten you. It is the natural course of life. The Great Wave which comes now breaks
up the ice and turns it into water. This is the Great Intelligent Wave that already draws near to the
world.
"After these events, human egotism will vanish and people will begin to live freely and as brothers.
The time has come for all people to abandon the old way of life.
"The God of whom I speak to you will shake the earth. Only then will you come to understand
whether or not I have been speaking the truth. The Scripture says that God will shake the earth
and that every living creature will realize that Justice, Truth, Virtue, Love and Wisdom exist. All
people throughout the world must know that God is present in the world - and people will come to
know this.
"You say, 'We are not prepared yet.' When will you be ready? You say, 'The time has not come
yet.' Who told you that the time has not come yet? If you do not follow the Divine, the earth will
begin to shake.
"After the earth shakes, after all your guns and cannons are destroyed, you will be asked, 'Will you
obey?' You will say, 'Yes, we will obey.' When you observe all these things, you will become wiser.
The entire earth will shake with such power that no trace will remain of the present culture. This
will take place as based upon the great natural laws. Not one nation in Europe will remain
unpunished: the present order and all human lies will vanish.
"Christ has said, 'The sun will darken, the moon will wane, and the stars will fall.' Interpreted, this
means that all false human religious beliefs will lose their meaning, all worldly power will be
overshadowed, will lose its hold. Therefore the disciples should work to improve themselves:
clothe themselves in armor and don helmets in order to withstand this Wave of suffering and trials
which man must endure. This armor is Love.
"Many people can learn from their own mistakes. If one tries to speak to them, they will not
comprehend. Such people will learn on the path of suffering. The turbulent flow which represents
the tribulations and conflicts of humankind wilt abate by the end of the century. Naturally, the
human souls who are more developed will be freed from this flood sooner. The nations are healed
through suffering. It is impossible to heal a nation without suffering. It is the only medicine.
"What needs to be corrected will be corrected. What needs to be destroyed will be destroyed.
Take advantage of the short time which remains. Now is the time to begin living in harmony with
the new Life. The evil has exhausted all the conditions for its existence. It can no longer succeed,
and it is retreating - only its dregs have remained. The Light will drive away all the darkness.
Owing to the present tribulations, man will awaken. Unless the pure is sifted from the impure, the
life of man will be meaningless.
"After these events, the new will immediately gain control of the world. The good times will come.
Now it is difficult. We all know that life is hard during the winter. It is easier when the spring comes.
It is also easy to live in the summer and the fall. At present, we are coming to the end of the
winter.
"When the New comes, violence will no longer exist. Nothing will remain of modern weapons or of
modem courts and prisons, as well. The present order will be cast out. God is creating a new
World. The old world is giving way to the new.
"When people enter the new Life, they will converse with Angels and with God. How will they
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speak with God? In silence. In silence you will look at the stars, the moon, the sun; and you will be
filled with gladness. God is in all of them. You will be joyful for every little stone, plant and animal.
God lives in them. You will rejoice in the soft wind, the pure spring: in them is God."
Being * gnieB
User ID: 1189285
United States
3/26/2011 1:02 PM
This post has strong 'Wave' & Christian characteristics...
Posted on GLP from Prophet (507633) 1/24/09
Time is short and the Divine Fire will burn hotter then anyone can imagine.
Jesus Christ is the way, the truth, and the life. Soon, everyone will KNOW the truth of this
statement.
Vision 1-06-09
In the vision, I was looking at the world from a suspended position. I could see people and areas
from a panoramic position and also at times, I saw things close up. The position varied as it did
with the scenes and with the messages that I was given to understand by the experiences given to
me.
I saw what looked to me like great fiery rain coming from heaven and it came in great drops or
elongated streams. It was not like the natural rain that we know of, but it was like spiritually infused
living molten lava, a real fire, but it was Living Spirit; the living fiery essence of the Father that was
raining down towards the inhabitants below.
As I watched, I saw that it fell simultaneously in one great event all over the earth. But it did not fall
everywhere, and it did not upon everyone. It rained down suddenly and I saw that many people did
see it coming from above as it happened, as it was a real physical event that men could actually
experience and see, but it was also a divine event that not all men would experience, but I
understood that men would know that God had entered into the corporate natural affairs of men
divinely again.
It was not a slow natural event like a storm or a weather phenomenon that you could track, or
follow and monitor, actually, from my perspective it looked like a slow unfolding event, but I
understood that it actually happened very fast. I was just being given an enhanced view for my
understanding and learning.
The raining fire of the Father that I saw falling was the Real Living Essence of the Father Himself
that was being released upon those whom He had prepared to receive it below. It was interesting
to watch this happen, as it fell upon people whom you would not expect nor think that it would, or
even that it would not, by our thinking or reasoning of qualifications.
The fiery rain would come down and fall upon a particular person who would be either aware of it
falling or not be aware of it falling at that particular moment, but when it did hit them, they
underwent a sudden tremendous change. I watched close up as the living fire seemed to
penetrate into them and infuse itself or radiate itself throughout their beings and bodies. They
literally became the very same Essence of the Father that the rain was that had fell upon them.
Their eyes burned with a new life and even their skin was changed. It was not like ours now. It had
a different texture or spiritual component to it‘s makeup, and the fire flowed throughout their skin
like a radiance, but it was not just an outward surface shining, but it was an internal radiance from
within the skin layers itself. It was not like human skin as we know it, the qualities had been
divinely altered, and the people now had new natures. I did not fully understand all of this process,
but it was real and it was new. They were of a different spirit, as they now embodied the divine in
such a way that we have yet to experience up to now.
The people who were infused would now physically embody the divine fire, but it also lived through
them and it became them as they became it, also. They did not lose their individual personalities
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through the process, but each person was still their own unique vessel, but they were also now
divinely infused and were more divinely aware of God and understood their earthly purpose now.
The fire seemed to fully express itself within them so that it flowed outwardly also by the
transformation that was happening to them. By this I mean that there was such a Holiness and a
terrible Presence of the Father in them and on them, that you knew that God the Father walked in
them, and that He was now walking through them in a manner that we have yet to experience in
any generation yet. God was manifesting Himself in a people just like He did with Jesus, when
Jesus walked amongst us. But now these people did it openly.
I then watched in the vision from a view further away, and I saw that it indeed only fell upon some
and not on upon others. The selection of who it fell upon was the Father‘s and not of any man.
Most of those that I saw that it fell upon were some people were very weary and very embattled
people. From earthly standards, we probably wouldn‘t have thought that they would amount to
anything by their current life and their struggles that they have endured. But I understood that their
unique trials and their life‘s struggles that they lived out had actually served to prepared them for
this new infusion that now came from the Father.
One man that I saw in particular that received the fiery rain was very emotionally and spiritually
broken. He had endured much physical hardship and I understood that he had endured much
persecution from the church. He had been misunderstood most of his life and he also had thought
that he had failed God and that he had missed God and that he had lost his place. But God used
these things in his life to lead him closer to Himself and to purify this man to be able to be one that
would become His chosen vessel. He was very beloved by the Lord and he had learned humility
through the suffering which caused him to rise above the hardness and the hatred that‘s in the
world, even though he did not understand why his life was this way.
Not every person that I saw was as broken as this man was that had received this infusion, I was
just given to notice certain ones for my own learning and for our beneficial clarity. Many of the
people I saw seemed to be living successful lives and seemed to be spiritually healthy or spiritually
active in their walks in spite of the hour in which they lived in. But the common factor that I noticed
with them all was that they each had undergone recent trials and they were currently experiencing
various levels of spiritual warfare and were in various stages of purging by the Lord in their walks.
Most did not understand the full reason why their lives were embattled, nor understand the full
plan of God behind it all, but they did seek God in the midst of it all.
Another person I noticed was one that did not receive the divine infusion. But rather, this person
watched as others were filled and was angry and yelled at God. One man I saw screamed out that
he was one of the servants that had prophesied of it‘s coming, and had taught on it, so he should
be one that received it and that he deserved it. He was angry that the Father did not give it to him.
I was afraid as I saw this in the vision, as I knew that his anger was pride and arrogance and that
the Father was just in this, for this man‘s heart was not truly right. I also knew that this man would
fall as he did not have the right heart necessary to stand in the next hour and to fulfill his course
successfully. He had allowed the pride of position and the pride that comes from being used by
God to bring forth revelation from God to others, to cause him to be disqualified and to harden his
heart. I feared the Lord as I watched, for I knew that we all stand by Grace, and not one of us can
receive anything from God unless we truly believe and unless we truly are fully surrendered to Him
in every way.
I divinely understood that it was a matter of the individual‘s heart before God, and not just on his
outward qualifications, knowledge, or training. God walks with each of His People, and He daily
leads them on their life‘s journey, and what they learn throughout their experiences and through
their dependence upon God through it, determines their receptiveness or not. God desires that we
utterly trust Him, that we utterly love Him, and that we utterly believe Him. Even though we each
experience different levels of trials and events in our personal journeys, the lessons are the same
for all men. We must each come to a death of our own ego and self life and we must come to a
deeper personal knowledge of God and into an intimate relationship with God. Our responses to
God in our life‘s process will determine if we will walk fully with Him or not, and if we will allow Him
to change us into what he wants us to be. God sees us all and knows each of our hearts. He
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knows who will let Him have His full and complete way in their lives. Even though we might think
we have failed Him, because of the severity of our individual paths and trials, and also because we
did not understand the process of why we were in the events, the Father knows the depths of what
lies deep within each of us.
I watched as others were transformed here and there, and it was also a very shocking event on
the earth as it was so sudden and unexpected. It also did not come in the manner in which we had
been taught from the church leaders, but it came as it had been ordained from the Father, for this
generation. There was worldwide upheaval as the newly infused people began to quickly then be
sent out by the Father all over the earth on the Father‘s business, and the people around them
realized that they did not receive what the others had. There was a lot of crying out from people all
around also, as this event also produced a huge surge of spiritual searching and even chaos in the
church as the people who were not infused questioned the established church leaders of their
knowledge of this event and it‘s significance.
I also was given to know that out of those who did not receive the infusion of the Fiery Essence,
this did not mean that they were not the Lord‘s people. It just meant that they had missed the
divine release because of their lack of inner spiritual preparation and that they had not fully
developed their hearts before God in their relationships in a timely manner for this event. They
were still God‘s children, but they had missed the opportunity to be used in this higher divine
manner for the next stages of events that would come upon the earth. There was a great sorrow
expressed over this reality, as many of them realized that they did not fully lay hold of the higher
call or obtain to the mark that God had set for them all to achieve.
What I did see was that this divine event caused a great sobering wave to spread across the
church and also a wave of a great determination to seek God exploded across the church and also
across the globe.
Many began to rise up and decide to be purified themselves and they began to sacrifice everything
to obey God, but it did not come as a reality in their lives until after these events happened.
Nevertheless, this event served to bring about the corporate awakening and the rising up of the
majority of the true Body of Christ across the globe. Many now questioned what they had been
spiritually taught by others, and many returned to studying the Word and they began to search it
out for themselves. A new respect for the Church began to also spread amongst the Christian
people, as they realized the reality of being the Body of Christ, and repentance began to burst
forth and a new sense of purpose caused them to not persecute one another, but to see each
other as Christ.
This event also brought about much chaos, fear, confusion, and anger amongst the unbelieving
Christians, and among the religious, and especially the general world populations. Great
persecution also immediately broke out against the divine fire, as many did not understand it and
they feared it. The newly infused people of God were not like them anymore, as they had been
divinely changed, and this caused much panic and turmoil. But it also caused revival to break out
and a great fear of the reality of God to began to be spread worldwide.
The devil was also greatly enraged as the Divine Essence now was embodied again in the earth,
and he no longer had dominion over God‘s people to prevent them anymore, and a great
resistance and opposition and war broke out in many areas as the Divine Light now clashed with
the darkness. I saw great upheavals and war in many areas, but also great restorations and great
Light begin to spread throughout God‘s people all across the globe. The Father is in full control of
the earthly events, even those to come and He is active in all of the affairs of men.
The vision ended.
Matthew 3:
10 And already the ax is lying at the root of the trees; every tree therefore that does not bear good
fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire.11 I indeed baptize you in (with) water because of
repentance [that is, because of your changing your minds for the better, heartily amending your
ways, with abhorrence of your past sins]. But He Who is coming after me is mightier than I, Whose
sandals I am not worthy or fit to take off or carry; He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with
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fire. 12 His winnowing fan (shovel, fork) is in His hand, and He will thoroughly clear out and clean
His threshing floor and gather and store His wheat in His barn, but the chaff He will burn up with
fire that cannot be put out.
Luke 3:
16 John answered them all by saying, I baptize you with water; but He Who is mightier than I is
coming, the strap of Whose sandals I am not fit to unfasten. He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit
and with fire. 17 His winnowing shovel (fork) is in His hand to thoroughly clear and cleanse His
[threshing] floor and to gather the wheat and store it in His granary, but the chaff He will burn with
fire that cannot be extinguished.
Matthew 20:
21 And he said unto her, What wilt thou? She saith unto him, Grant that these my two sons may
sit, the one on thy right hand, and the other on the left, in thy kingdom. 22 But Jesus answered
and said, Ye know not what ye ask. Are ye able to drink of the cup that I shall drink of, and to be
baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with? They say unto him, We are able. 23 And he
saith unto them, Ye shall drink indeed of my cup, and be baptized with the baptism that I am
baptized with: but to sit on my right hand, and on my left, is not mine to give, but it shall be given to
them for whom it is prepared of my Father.
Mark 10:
37 They said unto him, Grant unto us that we may sit, one on thy right hand, and the other on thy
left hand, in thy glory. 38 But Jesus said unto them, Ye know not what ye ask: can ye drink of the
cup that I drink of? and be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with? 39 And they said
unto him, We can. And Jesus said unto them, Ye shall indeed drink of the cup that I drink of; and
with the baptism that I am baptized withal shall ye be baptized: 40 But to sit on my right hand and
on my left hand is not mine to give; but it shall be given to them for whom it is prepared.
Joel 2:
1 Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, and sound an alarm in my holy mountain: let all the inhabitants of
the land tremble: for the day of the LORD cometh, for it is nigh at hand; 2 A day of darkness and of
gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick darkness, as the morning spread upon the mountains: a
great people and a strong; there hath not been ever the like, neither shall be any more after it,
even to the years of many generations.
3 A fire devoureth before them; and behind them a flame burneth: the land is as the garden of
Eden before them, and behind them a desolate wilderness; yea, and nothing shall escape them.4
The appearance of them is as the appearance of horses; and as horsemen, so shall they run. 5
Like the noise of chariots on the tops of mountains shall they leap, like the noise of a flame of fire
that devoureth the stubble, as a strong people set in battle array. 6 Before their face the people
shall be much pained: all faces shall gather blackness. 7 They shall run like mighty men; they shall
climb the wall like men of war; and they shall march every one on his ways, and they shall not
break their ranks: 8 Neither shall one thrust another; they shall walk every one in his path: and
when they fall upon the sword, they shall not be wounded. 9 They shall run to and fro in the city;
they shall run upon the wall, they shall climb up upon the houses; they shall enter in at the
windows like a thief.
10 The earth shall quake before them; the heavens shall tremble: the sun and the moon shall be
dark, and the stars shall withdraw their shining: 11 And the LORD shall utter his voice before his
army: for his camp is very great: for he is strong that executeth his word: for the day of the LORD
is great and very terrible; and who can abide it? 12 Therefore also now, saith the LORD, turn ye
even to me with all your heart, and with fasting, and with weeping, and with mourning: 13 And rend
your heart, and not your garments, and turn unto the LORD your God: for he is gracious and
merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and repenteth him of the evil.
14 Who knoweth if he will return and repent, and leave a blessing behind him; even a meat
offering and a drink offering unto the LORD your God? 15 Blow the trumpet in Zion, sanctify a fast,
call a solemn assembly: 16 Gather the people, sanctify the congregation, assemble the elders,
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gather the children, and those that suck the breasts: let the bridegroom go forth of his chamber,
and the bride out of her closet.
17 Let the priests, the ministers of the LORD, weep between the porch and the altar, and let them
say, Spare thy people, O LORD, and give not thine heritage to reproach, that the heathen should
rule over them: wherefore should they say among the people, Where is their God? 18 Then will
the LORD be jealous for his land, and pity his people. 19 Yea, the LORD will answer and say unto
his people, Behold, I will send you corn, and wine, and oil, and ye shall be satisfied therewith: and
I will no more make you a reproach among the heathen:
20 But I will remove far off from you the northern army, and will drive him into a land barren and
desolate, with his face toward the east sea, and his hinder part toward the utmost sea, and his
stink shall come up, and his ill savour shall come up, because he hath done great things. 21 Fear
not, O land; be glad and rejoice: for the LORD will do great things.
22 Be not afraid, ye beasts of the field: for the pastures of the wilderness do spring, for the tree
beareth her fruit, the fig tree and the vine do yield their strength.23 Be glad then, ye children of
Zion, and rejoice in the LORD your God: for he hath given you the former rain moderately, and he
will cause to come down for you the rain, the former rain, and the latter rain in the first month. 24
And the floors shall be full of wheat, and the vats shall overflow with wine and oil.
25 And I will restore to you the years that the locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great army which I sent among you. 26 And ye shall eat in
plenty, and be satisfied, and praise the name of the LORD your God, that hath dealt wondrously
with you: and my people shall never be ashamed. 27 And ye shall know that I am in the midst of
Israel, and that I am the LORD your God, and none else: and my people shall never be ashamed.
28 And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and your sons
and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see
visions: 29 And also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those days will I pour out my
spirit.
30 And I will shew wonders in the heavens and in the earth, blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke.
31 The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and terrible
day of the LORD come.
32 And it shall come to pass, that whosoever shall call on the name of the LORD shall be
delivered: for in mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as the LORD hath said, and in
the remnant whom the LORD shall call.
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This apparently describes the 'centerpiece' of all Human history and activity (!) the 'point' of the
Wave's purpose. It's the 'end point/starting point' and is one of the warmest, concise and 'beliefsystem-neutral' renderings I've ever read (although it has a Christian tinge).
The reason for my admiration of 'belief-neutral' is it may 'end-run' the 'self-righteous' (unconscious
ego) trap which can always deflect and shunt even the best intented information...
AN INTERVAL OF NON-TIME - 'The Starseed Transmissions' by Ken Carey, Copywrite 1982.
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There is another version published in 'The Third Millenium' in chapter 14; 'A Moment of Quantum
Awakening' (K Carey). The Phoenix Journals, this almost verbatim, but more 'cryptic'...
(The origin debate does not concern me, as the Source of the material -Raphael in Carey's case,
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn in the Phoenix Journal case would both want the material in the
population regardless -in my opinion)
When the universe reaches a point of maximum expansion, a unique phenomenon will take place.
There will be a moment when all laws necessary for the creative maintenance of physical matter
an all materializing processes become suspended. Due to the relative velocities of the various star
systems, the event will not be experienced simultaneously in all part of the universe, but will travel
AS A WAVE across the sea of creation.
Existing within this ripple of non-time will be the focused conscious attention of the Creator. As it
passes through the material realms, it will stay and take up residence in all life-forms with circuitry
capable of mirroring its essence. This is the moment when the Creator will slip inside creation; the
moment we are attempting to prepare you for.
This is the much misunderstood Second Coming of Christianity. Its the event the primitive
civilazations have looked forward to as " the return of the gods". The Mayans went so far as to
pinpoint its actual occurance in what you would call the year 2011 A.D. Yet while many of your
traditions hint at what is about to transpire, none of them have adequately conveyed the
magnitude of impact such an event will have. Indeed, no single conceptual structure is capable of
conveying the enormity of what is soon to take place.
Those farmiliar with the scriptures of your various peoples should be in position to understand
what is occuring, for these are the times spoken of. Yet must realize that God did not invent the
words used in scripture. He merely arranged them in order most approximating His meaning.
What is actually happening requires all of biological life to convey its meaning.
Words can symbolize this, but hardly portray it fully enough to stand alone. If you would know the
deepest truth of scripture, look not to the words alone, but to the great momentum of spirit within
your own soul. This is where the living history is being made. In a way that would be impossible for
you rational intellect to comprehend, this forthcoming event is human history. The sum total of all
that has happend on this planet is but a shadow cast before.
In a very real sense, you have not yet been born. You are still in an embryonic state. You have yet
to receive the touch of God's definition. Through the long years of human history, your species has
been forming the cells that are to comprise the directive aspect of the physical body of the Creator
within Creation. Gestation upon this planet has but set the stage for the emergence of the
Planetary Being now taking definite form. This Plantary Being is who you are.
Has it occured to you that the mathmatical probability of your being here is infinitesimal? Were you
not here, living proof of the impossible, and excellent case could be made for your non-existance.
Within the framework of law that was of necessity instituted to create and govern these material
realms, the existance of biological life would not have been possible, except were it to enter
through the one moment when that law was suspended. Such is the origin of biology; the fusion of
Spirit and Matter. The impact of this single creative moment is so vast, so far-reaching, that the
shock waves sent out before it have given rise to all the biological life that now exists upon your
planet.
You are living in the shadow of an event not yet taken place. Yet it is you yourself, under all your
layers of false identity, that cause this event as you approach ever nearer the Earth. From within
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the context of history, its appears that there has been on this planet, a progression of increasingly
complex life-forms evolving toward ever higher levels of consciousness. It appears there has been
an evolutionary process. But this is not the case. What is accually occuring is that the matter of
Earth is falling under this influence of your VIBRATIONAL BODY. This influence naturally
increases as you draw nearer. Only when the center of your spirit touches the center of the Earth
will life be fully manifest in form.
This should not be so difficult to understand. What you have considered to be history, or in other
terms, the evolution of the species, is only what you have been able to observe through the
distorted medium of a fragmented and quit subjective intelligence, trapped within the past-future
orientation of linear time. For such a perspective, the act of Creation would appear as a
progressive, sequential process. To the exent you are able to identify with the spirit that gives you
consciousness, however, it becomes much simpler matter: you have yet to arrive. You are still on
your way. Sitting here reading these words is only a sleepy reflection of your unconscious totality
as it prepares to become fully revealed on the day of awakening.
Your real life will begin when the Creator gives you His definition in form. Within the womb of
history, your species has been primarily defined by the Earth-Mother who is helping to prepare the
clay. She is only interested in getting the form arranged according to specification. Her only
knowledge of Spirit is that it brings forth her potential.
When the Father's center merges with the center of the Earth, the collectivity of human
consciousness will awaken to the unified field identity. You will be born. After that, the influence of
Matter will not affect your consciouness as dominantly as it did during the historical gestation
period. The Earth will continue to suckle the species, so to speak, for another millennium before
you are capable of going off on your own, but even during that period the Father's influence will be
much greater that it is today.
The Creator has established laws to govern the bonding of energy. Through these laws of
materialization, the physical universe is created and maintained. In the material realms, these laws
are right and proper. But when they come into relationship with biological life, the begin to behave
strangely. From the perspective of consciousness, they traslate into limitation, contraction and
ultimately death. In psychological terms, the laws of materialization have given rise to the ego ficticious identity with a sense of fear, vulnerability, and a need to protect and defend itself.
Spiritual consciousness should not properly be associated with the forces that govern the bonding
of energy.
Their historical juxtaposition came about through the process referred to as the Fall. During the
period of species preparation, the presence of the materializing influence on levels of
consciousness has been unfortunate, but not critical. However, in light of the intensifying vibrations
of the creative spirit that is now nearly aligned with the center of this planet, the definitions that
have been imposed by matter will no longer be tenable. The Creator himself will dispel this
planetary restraining influence and henceforth hold all life forms in appropriate expression through
the new definitions of His Love. This will be a profound transition for each and every form indentity,
a transition of a magnitude you can only begin to suspect.
As a collective event, the moment of birth is still a generation away (material you are reading was
written in 1982). But individually speaking, this event transcends the limits of space and time and
is, in fact, already occuring. Your individual birth will take place at the precise moment in linear
time when you stop struggling with your rational fear patterns and let yourself go in the divine
dance of inner direction. You must decide whether you are going to accept the inevitable in a state
of love and prepare yourself accordingly, or hold on in fear to the bitter end (many on GLP
apparently reflect this choice). Ultimately, these are the only two avenues of response. By the
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linear time this event takes place, humanity will be polarized according to these two adaptive
patterns. All will be decidedly in one camp or the other.
To those of the human race who have tuned themselves in to the will of God, the coming interval
of non-time will literally expand into eternity. These individuals will be able to experience a lifetime,
or many lifetimes, in that eternity, while still retaining the option to return to their physical
projections as transformed representitives of Being of Life on Earth. These will be our co-workers
during the period of Planetary Awaking.
Others, not so finely tuned to the forces that will be released at that time, will feel great surges of
energy, lasting for an indeterminate period. Some few will experience an intense fear, and many
will die. Everything in physical form at this time, every soul in every kingdom, will feel something,
something incredible, something that according to all the laws of physics ever known or ever to be
discovered, could never happen. But there it will be before all senses; an impossible fact, like the
babe in the manger, like the unmistakable feeling in your heart, an incredible viration of Truth and
love, shimmering, scintillating, awakening ever nerve, every capillary, every cell of your planetary
body (many contributors on GLP have experienced this).
Whether the individual form identity reading these words right now will be a surviving participant in
that event depends upon what you identify with, and how gracefully you are able to align yourself
with God's creative definition. If you can identify with the flow of life through your essential
Planetary Being and release all subjective definitions of who you think you are, you will play your
part most joyously in the birthday celebration. God's definition of you in form is much greater than
any of you could possibly imagine for yourself. During this present period of Individual Awakening,
the first of the three creative periods, you are being given the opportunity to embrace this true
definition as the cornerstone of your existance.
On the Morning of Creation, you will recognize the Unified Collective Consciousness of all
Humankind as your own true identity. You will know beyond a shadow of a doubt that you are the
bridge between Spirit and Matter, between Creator and Creation, between Life and the form
through which Life flows. If you release the definitions that Matter has set upon you, this is the
definition that the Creator will bestow, the definition of Christ Himself.
Can you see yourself as we of the distant stars do, from the objective vantage point of the ages,
with the eyes of Star Maker Himself? To us, your entire history appears as but a gesture. We see
in your passage through the vibrational field of Earth, a gesture that you make, a salute almost, to
the energy-retention systems of this particular heavenly body. This is how you express yourself on
this beautiful blue and white world whirling through space. We have come to remind you who you
are.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/26/2011 5:45 PM
NIP, don't know if you pinned SILVERHAWK yet, I posted a link here anyway and placed a link to
this thread there as well. Hope don't mind the pro-activity.
For those looking for more WAVE-related info, here is one about SILVERHAWK, a sort of Hopi
style look at our coming out of the fourth world and into the fifth world (now). I especially like how
he describes the following:
"THE PRIMITITVE PREMISE" the ultra simplicity of the Children of The Law of One, how
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meditation, becoming ever simpler, allows for the all-silent knowing.
"THE BIRTH OF THE RANGER" as one who has awakened, remembering his past and realizing
his awareness of the universal consciousness.
"THE REBIRTH OF THE SHAMAN" The spiritual mechanic/doctor,the reflection of the intent of
God or spirit that is an inherent desire in all life and all life forms.
"THE GAIA MIND" man's connection to Earth, connection to re-activation process, how are
"Modem (monad)" got turned off and how to reconnect.
SILVERHAWK's The Winds of God, The Resurrection, is such a good read, recommended as
"The alpha-omega medicine itself, that ends the old world and begins the new".
enjoy
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 802037
United States
3/26/2011 6:11 PM

I had not pinned it yet, I did look at it and thanked Jamesbo I believe for it, forget now what I
posted where. I have not had time to finish the thread, but I was happy to see it, because I had
been remembering him, but not his name just a few days ago. Ask and you shall receive is how it
goes.
Jamesbo
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/26/2011 6:52 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

That's me! You must have been reading my mind when scooped it up for posting, or maybe just
synchronicity. You left a nice reply on that thread when first posted. I did some spreading about
the Wave too. Wonder why The New Earth dot org gets little mention?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 802037
United States
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3/26/2011 7:00 PM

thanks for placing the other material here, it helps to have multiiple viewpoints from other teachers
about this.
I advise you all to keep stocked on what you need, as not could quakes and storms cause
problems with distribution, but also people may get awful nasty. feel free to post anything that
seems like wave material for study.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/26/2011 7:02 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310343
United States
3/26/2011 7:12 PM
I think you had the photon beings you tube on your page?Seemingly escorting a soul of a infant
upwards?Did you see that?If not I can post it for you
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 802037
United States
3/26/2011 7:16 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1310343

I posted it, probably under Giuseppe'ssection because of his interest. I have no idea where it is,
sure go ahead. I know another is also under Giuseppe, that is a photon being "dancing" are a get
together at an islamic party of some sort. That would be interesting to post too, if you can find it.
The cell phone camera used picked it up.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310343
United States
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3/26/2011 7:16 PM
Here C
[link to www.youtube.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 802037
United States
3/26/2011 7:18 PM

thanks, there might be some other interesting videos there I see. May look at a couple, boring day.
[link to www.youtube.com] this is a part 2, looking for part one. this looks REALLY
INTERESTING!!!!!
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/26/2011 7:22 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310343
United States
3/26/2011 7:32 PM
yes boring.I am have severe lumbar stenosis.And I am usually really active.I ride a bike 5000
miles a year.So I am not used to resting all day ect.But,It is what it is and hopefully,I will be fixed
soon.I find out april 5th.Plus winter where I ls harsh.So looking forward to warmer days:)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 802037
United States
3/26/2011 7:56 PM

[link to www.youtube.com] Another good one related to the previous video.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
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User ID: 802037
United States
3/26/2011 7:57 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1310343

Join the club, so do I, the stenosis, of my whole spine. AA raphael has helped considerably with it
so I could do this work.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/26/2011 8:11 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 802037
United States
3/26/2011 11:01 PM

Regards the post above from "Prophet" on GLP a couple years ago, is he/she still here, or do they
have a registered account? I did a search, there are nearly two pages of User names with Prophet
in them.
I have seen somebody pasting as Prophet, but again so many with it mixed in. This post is
amazing at any rate I am still SLOWLY reading and savoring it. Thankou.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/26/2011 11:09 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310343
United States
3/26/2011 11:10 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Your entire spine.Thanks for that you tube.Very real.I know you under attack.we all are.I think I will
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hold.I see the truth.I wont fall for the tricks.
Blessings
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310343
United States
3/26/2011 11:17 PM
I just want to say,as a survivor of a head injury.TBI.I could not figure out your page.So I became a
observer.
we are connected.If you use face book.add me
[link to www.facebook.com]
Being * gnieB
User ID: 1189285
United States
3/26/2011 11:19 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NIP, if you do a GLP search under "A new Wave is coming from out of the Cosmic Space: the
Wave of Divine Love. It is also called 'the Wave of Fire'"
It's the 19th post down on page 1. (its a post in a post)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310343
United States
3/26/2011 11:21 PM
[link to www.youtube.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 802037
United States
3/27/2011 12:12 AM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1310343

I don't use facebook. Try this link to get my website. [link to groups.yahoo.com] it's not my website,
but the name of my website is there.
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DragonHeart
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1316438
United States
3/27/2011 11:02 AM
Candace,
Finally caught up with you and this terrific thread.
Robert from the AH forums.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 857862
United States
3/27/2011 1:10 PM

Hi everyone, Here is the ultimate link to the "WAVE" as you see, NASA found it a few years ago.
Notice they do not know where it is coming from. [link to science.nasa.gov]

Notice also the fast high energy electrons as mentioned in the first post in this thread, from Thoth.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/27/2011 1:11 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1012325
United States
3/27/2011 1:11 PM
Way too long to read op how about the cliff notes?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 857862
United States
3/27/2011 1:26 PM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1012325

Nope, it's not that long to read, you can do it, I don't need to do cliff notes on everything. REad
THOTH and read NASA and you will see. Doing your own reading and then putting 2 2 together
will do more for your own understanding than my cliff notes. You must do some of your own
seeking in order to confirm.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/27/2011 1:29 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1299560
Canada
3/27/2011 3:48 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

it doesn't appear, according at least to the artist's representation, that those are waves. they
appear to be beams. also, you described the wave as not having reach us yet. something like
"feeling the spray" at this time. consistency is key. im interested in your claims.
(:-DeeZe
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1310792
United States
3/27/2011 4:00 PM

WONDERFUL thread, thanks!
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 885548
Romania
3/27/2011 4:09 PM
the 9'th wave will be here until oct 28 2011 and after that always...until then the creation is
speedind up...we really are loved...we will move higher on the path of creation...

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1236763
United States
3/27/2011 4:18 PM
interesting piece Candace. I've been reading the whole thing at @bund@nth0pe.net. but I get lost
in the articles as I lose focus with the 2 kids....
is there a way you can summarize the pcs?...to the gist of it?
I visit your site at least 5 times a day...I especially like Ron's articles...although there are some pcs
that I still have to believe.
thank u.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 804175
United States
3/27/2011 5:33 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1299560

What the artist thinks does not matter, the term WAVE is merely a metaphor to describe the
process of how it works, and has been common in other literature about the topic. You would not
expect NASA to even provide how this will work and the purpose. I posted it because it is about
the high energy electrons they found. However, the schematic is in a way ok, because this affects
certain folks more than other folks, as to reaction.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 804175
United States
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3/27/2011 5:39 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1299560

I removed your post and above, please do not take offense, as I removed the one completely that
posted what you d that had a link to a site that is of CIA type original against this material and I did
not want the link in the .
I am more than comfortable with whom we all work with on my team, I have met thoth, his energy
is intense, and thugs don't have that kind of GOD energy in them. That will have to do as an
explanation. I won't have my thread contaminated by the link that this other person from Canada
posted.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1117251
United States
3/27/2011 5:51 PM
I am very interested in this, I have read all of "a course in miracles" and am beginning "urantia"
again....been on the bookshelf for years.
Do you have twitter or something so one can keep up on the latest developments?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 804175
United States
3/27/2011 6:15 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1117251

No just my website which my team uses. I don't have time to twitt! website is
www.@bund@antHope dot net. Replace the @'s with "a".
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/27/2011 6:26 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/27/2011 6:17 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Tried the link, comes back with " Internal Server Error"
Profit 6
Sip....Ahhh
User ID: 1301815
United States
3/27/2011 6:18 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 804175
United States
3/27/2011 6:28 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1291054

try again later because it does that for me 1/2 the time. Maybe a problem with Raid thingy?
(program that organizes 2 or more servers together), because NASA has more than one server.
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Jamesbo
User ID: 1291054
United States
3/27/2011 6:34 PM
Yep, works now, thanks.
Very interesting.....you wonder why they have not reported on increasing levels since 2008.
g5club
User ID: 1307459
United States
3/28/2011 12:37 PM
I have had constant ringing in my ears for as long as I can remember (I will be 40 in August). Only
recently it has started changing pitch. Along with the ringing is this pressure in my head which I
normally only get when there are ghosts or spirits present. This pressure seems constant. I need
to read up more on your links and threads because I'm not familiar with some of the stuff you write
about. I am a Christian and feel that something is happening or about to happen because I can
feel it in my energy.
God Bless,
Stacie
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1318858
Canada
3/29/2011 5:18 AM

tava6655
User ID: 1319377
United States
3/29/2011 1:23 PM
This is a new message regarding the coming wave.
Time Of Divine Grace by The Hathors thru EsKay
29/3/2011 - 4.30pm
WE are the group known to you as the Hathors. We are a consciousness of benevolent beings in
service to all those currently residing in physical form upon Earth.
WE come to you this day to inform you of what lies ahead.
There is much that lies in the unconscious of each individual, as well as within you all collectively.
This is shortly to be brought to the conscious awareness of each of you with a sharp jolt.
Preparation time is effectively over, although many of you have been preparing unconsciously.
However, what is about to happen will surely shock most of you. And here WE see the value in
being shocked. It is a state that serves to trigger people into both awareness, and if they are open
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enough, a state of accelerated growth.
As with your previous life experiences, it is always a question of how you will choose to respond to
that which you witness and experience. Perhaps for some it is even to be a time where more
growth can and shall occur than at any other time in this and many other physical incarnations.
This is to be a time, therefore, of great gifting from those who rule this domain.
[SK: I interrupt the flow to query why in the past from this group consciousness I've sometimes felt
what I call a feminine ‗flavour' coming through and sometimes a masculine one. Today it‘s a
feminine one.
H: Sometimes WE appear as a feminine ‗flavour‘ to you and sometimes as a masculine one. But it
matters not as what motivates us is assisting you ones on earth who are open to receiving our
teachings. It matters not that your limited perceptions of physicality and gender associations
restrict your perspective about us as WE are ever committed to our service to you. Please take the
nub, the kernel of what we offer to you within our messages, rather than become caught up in
these limitations.
May we continue?
SK: Please do. Apologies for the diversion.]
H: We would like to add something about that which you call The Wave and are reading about.
This event, broken up into numerous smaller events, is to have possibly the most profound impact
on humanity than has ever occurred or been witnessed in many, many thousands of your earth
years.
For those ready and prepared it is truly to be a time of Divine Grace. A bestowal of blessings, the
nature of which cannot be described here as there is little in your current life experience,
(conscious) memory or vocabulary to begin to identify, and therefore understand.
Many of you who have spent lifetimes preparing for this time will be exalted beyond their own
understanding. This will be an excellent example of their humility and worthy enough reason for
their leadership of the many.
Please note that many are to discover their true spiritual be-ingness for the first time at a
conscious level in their lives. This will require some management amidst the mayhem and chaos
that abounds around them. When WE say ‗management‘ WE mean of the kind that puts the
highest good of both individual and group needs above the needs of all other things at that time.
Of course, we do not mean at the expense of yourselves or your own lives. It is important here to
separate martyrdom from service and be very clear on the distinction between the two.
Many are to come to the fore during this period with a (re)newed sense of purpose with which to
guide others. It is to be said that these ones will provide the best ‗teachings‘ by sharing of their
own personal experiences and stories of their own growth. Nothing serves better than both
experience and example, in the eyes of others. It will also be in the honest reflecting and sharing
of how challenges were overcome in your own lives that will be most honoured by your people.
WE are most honoured to be a part of these proceedings and a conscious interaction will be
possible in times to come and when sufficient numbers of you are open to our presence. We say
this is to be far sooner than later. But there are experiences humanity will go through between now
and then.
WE would like to wrap up by saying all is proceeding according to the unfoldment of great plans.
And even though a certain amount of ‗disasters‘ are occurring and will continue to occur for the
learning of humanity, it is preferable to perceive these as great opportunities to stretch the
consciousness, expand the heart, feed the mind and strengthen the physical form.
In benevolence and service to all upon Earth.
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WE are the Hathors.
Note: I asked whether I could change words for variation that were repeated a few words apart or
in sentences that followed. But was told there was some type of encoding/activation? that took
place with the use of this and it was preferable not to change them.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 737944
United States
3/29/2011 5:36 PM

A Message from AA Zadkiel during these tumultuous times.

Genocide is being committed in all areas of your globe as man capitulates to his warring
tendencies. Crimes against humanity and thus God are being inflicted in vain. Let this be your sign
that the days of Sodom and Gomorrah be revisited that you may know what to expect. The truth
stares at mankind yet the majority remain unmoved by the occurrences before them. Those who
have partaken of the vice of war in interest of self shall soon feel the effects upon their very selves.
All shall be accounted for.
The rising scale of combat is indicative of the inner disharmony which centres the very earth at this
time. What is taking place is merely a mirror of what the earth is feeling. She is rebelling through
her movement and so too the suppressed have assumed her energy and rebelling in turn against
those who have manacled and controlled them from time immemorial. Discontent weighs heavily
in the hearts and minds of men at this every moment and this must be purged, allowed for
expression as part of the cleansing in preparation for the ‗coming‘. Benign energies will soon
replace the malignant scourge that has seized at the very womb of the earth for too long and a
great release will follow in the wake of spiritual malfeasance and perfidy by those who are the
Judas‘ of spirit. Hope wanes for those who continue their mercenary exploitation of the masses.
Applause will rend the air as the merciful hand of the Creator reaches to unlock the prison gates
that His children may find their freedom. The gates of‖hell‖ shall part as the breath of God plots its
coordinates to sweep away the vicious cycle of destruction.
You live now in the midst of grave terrestrial turmoil; but such is necessary at this time. All that is
distinctly inimical to spiritual culture must now abate before the rising occurs. This is the time of
the great divide before the interlude occurs.
Man must learn the ways of spirit and cease to condescend it in favour of his mortal reality. What
is taking place at your current level is a natural result of mans‘ careless treatment of his very
being. He must reap the consequences. The lessons face him yet he cannot learn; for he seeks
survival at a basic level and cannot honour that which gave him life. He shall learn but his learning
shall be in the midst of his suffering which is inevitable. This is not God‘s decree; this is mans‘
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chosen path and he must conquer his demons before he can find his spirit. Divine justice caters
for all and each shall pass through the purification in his own way.
The quality of mans‘ way of life is lacking in spiritual measure. There is a gradual awakening within
many to a higher level of understanding, yet in most cases this is marginal and insufficient to
wrought real change without the assistance of your higher Brethren. The road is now narrow again
and what appears to be dark will glow shortly in light as the celestial bulbs pave the way to a new
age. There will be of certainty a dynamic retreat to the ten´dre of spirit.
In the awakening spirit lies a flowering bud that must be tended with pure love and allowed to
unfold the blossom of its light in a supportive and enhancing environment. Mans‘ spirit cannot be
fostered as it should in the current climate of darkness. This is supremely understood and the
reason for the divine intervention at this time. The lowly shall rise in spiritual power and shall be
the ones who bear the torch of God and Truth as the time of bondage meets its final hour.
For those who ‗know‘ and for those who follow the truth let your inner fortitude during these final
days cast out the residues of infiltrated thinking. Let go of any contaminated thoughts
unconsciously harboured throughout the ages. In the wake of the great upheaval tend to thy
thoughts and mind and seek purification in readiness to absorb the highest energy that you can.
Be ready for the great awakening. Let not your minds or hearts be troubled at the insouciance,
poor understanding or short-sightedness of your brothers; for they too shall have their awakening
in measure of their readiness, albeit a very surprising and in some cases a rude awakening. We of
the Angelic hierarchy applaud you ones who have been able to stay your light amidst the
darkened forces and counters from the weak ones. Know that we also show to those asleep the
compassion worthy to them, for judgement is from self not from another.
Let love and compassion be your compass at this time and do not yield to frustrated intent for this
shall mar your mood and plague your thoughts. This you can ill afford at this time as you prepare
for the grandeur of the prominent expected event. Soon you shall rest in the bosom of thy Creator
and the fires within your heart and soul shall resume its bounty and you shall be home.
Zadkiel come in the Light of the Creator Son and Source. Enter into the fold where Truth abides
and Godliness condenses in the flow of perfection.
Blessings
thru Hazel
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1145864
United States
3/29/2011 5:45 PM
Quoting: g5club 1307459

Me too and today it's so loud and so high pitched I barely hear people on the phone.
It's always there--24/7--but not like this.
Being * gnieB
User ID: 1189285
United States
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3/30/2011 1:59 PM
Posted by Alexis (on another GLP thread...) Considerable 'Wave' information.
User ID: 1317613
...
Here is the article I talked about. I do not promote fear, I promote trust, love, laughter, expansion.
Apocalypse is the greek word for revelation. It refers to the end of life in this dimension, the end of
the illusion and the complete revelation of our vibrational, multidimensional identity. It is the
dissolution and transmutation of the third dimensional vehicles that give a very fragmented and
separated experience of life through the illusion of time and space. This dissolution concerns all
entities existing in the field of our solar system, including the planets themselves.
Our solar system has been entering in an area that is in alignment with the central sun Sirius of
our galaxy. This astrological alignment means that, from now on, our solar system and thus the
earth will evolve within fields that are in the influence of a form of Light that is very different from
the physical light we all know. It is the Vibrational Light or Fire of the Holy Spirit.
This Light is the constituent of our vibrational, eternal and multidimensional identity. From the
perspective of life in this dimension, this identity is known as our Higher Self. Yet it is our only real
identity as all identities that we have been identifying with in this dimension were merely dreams in
the time/space illusion and disconnected from the essence of Life (Unitary Realms). By essence,
our vibrational Self does not know separation. It does not know distance, and sequential time.
Thus it is not subject to the law of action and reaction and karma. This functioning cannot be
grasped by our mind that has been shaped and designed to work in the illusion of this time/space
matrix. Yet, everybody IS this truth and has the potential to access it through the conscious
awareness of the vibration, here and now. As we progress in the accelerated times of apocalypse,
more and more people become living witnesses of that vibratory state that reveals itself in the
individual ability to transcend the ego mind and surrender to the infinite depth of the present
moment.
Positive initiatives now birthing all over the world to improve life on earth and manifest a new
paradigm show an evolution of consciousness and the connection with positive feelings in many
people. This evolution is a witness of the favorable changes happening in the individual and
collective consciousness and energy systems. However, this evolution does not constitute or lead
to the nature of the paradigm change brought about by the last stage of apocalypse : the cosmic
wave and collective ascension. In other words, the revelation is not only the revelation of the
human potential to co-create heaven on earth through healing, protecting, restoring, reconnecting,
opening, etc… ; the revelation is not only the understanding of the evil nature of the global matrix
created by the so-called civilized society. No, these are only relatively superficial preliminaries to
the inconceivable event of the end of third dimensional life on earth.
The gradual increase of the exposure of the vibrational Light on the solar system and on the earth
has been called Apocalypse or Revelation because it is the collective revelation of our true
essence and of the nature of the illusion we have been trapped into. It is not a revelation that
comes as an outside information but as a death of one level of experience of self and a birth of a
new level of experience of self. The transmutation involved as a result of the final cosmic wave of
vibrational light includes the end of the third dimensional earth as well as the end of our third
dimensional bodies. However, this end of our third dimensional vehicles is a far more significant
event than another cycle of death and birth.
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On one hand, a majority of souls currently present on the earth is not ready for surrendering to the
Light. Most of them have let themselves be trapped inside a matrix that superposes itself on top of
the 3D time/space matrix and have lost all sense of connection with their divine essence.
Immature souls of heavy vibrations will perceive the cosmic wave as an event external from
themselves and will believe in themselves as being the victim of a catastrophe. Souls who believe
in the cosmic fire as a punishment from the creator will experience it as such. As the intensity of
the cosmic fire keeps on increasing exponentially, the support of their contracted vibrations
(physical body and physical environment, astral body) will literally dissolve into what is then
perceived as nothingness but is in fact too high a frequency for their perceptual ability.
Disorientation and the intensified facing of all the suffering and heaviness they carry will ensue.
The Judgement is not a punition from an angry father but refers to the capacity of the
consciousness to find vibrationnal support in the unitary realms and, if not, refers to the direct
facing of all the contractions (fears and attachments) carried by the soul with no place to hide.
These souls, not yet mature to explore their multidimensionality and intemporality, will have the
opportunity to incarnate in this galaxy on other solar systems that are supporting third dimensional
life until they are mature enough for ascension.
On the other hand, mature souls will have already faced and surrendered the totality of their fears
and attachments before or during apocalypse and, if not yet the case, will be able to surrender the
last shadows in the final blast of unitary Light. These souls will already be conscious of their
intemporal body of light through direct consciousness of the vibration in the heart and the head as
well as through consciousness of the vibrational ―I AM‖ or universal Beingness. The cosmic wave
will propel them in the fullness of their Light Body and will free their soul from all remaining ties
with third dimensionality. This ascension of a soul into its intemporal Body of Resurrection has
happened only very rarely on earth during the last cycle. Yet, the showering of the earth with
unitary light is making it easier than ever to reconnect to Beingness and it opening the stage The
cosmic wave will be a very special event as it will be where a high number of individual ascension
processes merge into one.
Peak of darkness happens when the light becomes unbearable for the majority of souls that have
no way to merge with it and integrate it at the level of their higher chakras. This explains the
extremely chaotic state of the world right now that becomes each day more obvious despite
desperate efforts by the matrix controlled media to divert the attention of the populace towards
political power games, sport and show-business glamour. The climate crisis, violence and wars,
economic destruction and inflation, food shortages, increased seismic and volcanic activity,
environmental collapse,… that the world is now going through will keep on intensifying until the
peak of the cosmic wave transmutes the whole chaos in its light. Personal efforts to improve the
situation by trying to lower the amount of suffering that humans go through in this period are
useless and represent a waste of energy that would be best used for the personal ascension
process. Suffering and intensity is needed to bring the souls that need it to themselves.
Personal efforts to take care of others suffering usually comes from some levels of denial of one‘s
own pain, hidden in unconscious parts of the soul. Allowing the process of apocalypse to play out
for the collectivity, including for mother Earth and its mineral, animal and vegetal realms, without
feeding old reactive patterns of wanting to feel the victim or the savior is the challenge of many. If
you feel the call for ascension, transmuting the reflexes of the dual consciousness that reacts to
the dramatic events of the end of times will be a crucial part of your personal process. Indeed,
opening up the consciousness to its natural non-dual perspective is a preliminary requisite for
reconnecting with our 5th dimensional perceptions. The non-dual perspective invevitably means
the letting go and dissolution of all emotions (grief, feeling sorry, anger, fear,…), judgments,
interpretations and other reactive patterns. It will sound empty to the illusory personality when in
fact, the non-dual perspective opens the space to the absolute fullness of our glorious Body of
Beingness.
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It is indeed the highest form of contribution to the collective ascension process to take the non
dual perspective and focus on surrendering one‘s own tensions and densities to the light. Standing
in pure Beingness, some actions may occur through us, yet, we need to let go of all the
identifications that seek to define ourselves through these actions, ideas & thougts, contributions,
sharings and all other movements that occur through time and space in this dissolving matrix. It is
necessary for us to let this level of interest and self definition dissolve to open the space to the
consciousness of our true, vibrational self as this is the only vehicle that will take us through the
coming wave.
Alternative scientific circles are now discovering elements of the multidimensional nature of Self.
We can expect that these scientists or others will continue to go through major breakthroughs
during the whole apocalypse period. It is nevertheless advisable to remain conscious that
explanation and external demonstration is very different from Self-Realization. You can only Know
what you ARE. Indeed, the disconnected mind can understand the concepts and this
understanding can be used as a convincing factor towards surrender of that mind. Yet, this
understanding, however accurate and precise, will not as such help the soul to journey through the
cosmic wave. Channeling most of our attention and energy towards intellectual analysis slows the
pace of the individual process of surrendering to the vibrational light. Thus, scientific discoveries
and realizations are not an end in themselves but merely an optional first step towards surrender
for the individuals that might be ready to ascend but are still stuck and identified with their mind.
Obsessive need for intellectual understanding of the apocalypse and ascension process are
tentatives from the mind to hide soul contractions linked to the need to control, to explain,
attachments and fears of letting go completely. We need to realize and recognize that our 3D mind
will only grasp a fraction of the universal understanding and that we will naturally and
spontaneously reconnect to that universal understanding through full embodiment of our christed,
vibrational Body of Beingness, without the intervention of external teachings. Surrender to the light
is all that is required. It is easy and ecstatic. Are you listening to the mind that wishes to make you
believe otherwise ?
It is to be expected that most of our so-called modern technology will be rendered useless by the
vibrational light and astrophysical conditions several weeks or months before the final wave. Most
of the infrastructure that currently provides energy, communication, food and transport to the
populations will gradually or suddenly loose its functionality. This will represent a blessing rather
than a curse and will free up much of the space and energy to be redirected inside in support of
the individual ascension process. The intensity of the vibrational light in this period along with
global food shortages will make the mature souls realize food as secondary or unnecessary while
not any amount of food will be able to bring a sense of relief to the immature souls who will be
trying anything to go back to a place of hiding from their unresolved pains. For the sake of your
own individual process, don‘t give much of your attention and energy to the manifestations of the
dissolving matrix. Instead, let go of all the traces that matrix imprinted in your soul and turn all your
attention towards your center. At the center of your being is the center of the universe and the
vibrational light that is showering the earth is coming from that very center. It is both inside and
outside of you, yet it becomes one and unique as you discover the essence of Beingness, I AM.
True Life is waiting for you there…
Apocalypse is now. Prepare yourself and spend your time wisely by turning the attention inside
and allowing the light (consciousness) on all your remaining shadows. No external preparations
will help you deal with the wave of Vibrational Light that is currently showering the earth and which
intensity will increase drastically and exponentially from today to the final wave, before the end of
year 2012. Don‘t build your house on the sand has never been more applicable than today. Stop
building your reality with the help of the personal ego/mind self, even a positive one. Say goodbye
to your life circumstances and develop your ability to bless its dissolution. Turn your
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attention/energy inwards and let ―you‖ die… This message is not intended to generate fear and
attachements but only to uncover these and enlighten them. They are weighing on your
experience of life and that of the whole humanity, it is time to allow the consciousness to
transcend them and move on.
Our collective ascension is the most beautiful event that can happen to us, and it is happening
now. It is quantumly superior to even the transformation of our current 3D world into a place of
peace, fairness, co-created beauty and abundance for all. This transformation will not happen and
will not need to happen as we will instantly manifest such a world from a very different perspective,
in different bodies, on a different planet Earth and in the context of very different physical,
chemical and biological rules. The earth we will see will look profoundly different and will not carry
the traces of the abuses that have been taking place in this dimension. We will no more know any
kind of dependence nor any kind of separation, limit of form, limit of movement or limit of time.
Freedom will not only be freedom from the matrix, but the absolutely free exploration of the unified
field (the whole creation) as unified consciousness. As crazy as it might sound, you are invited to
simply open your heart to the possibility that it might be true…
It is now time to surrender to the light, alone and together. Every individual will express this nondoing, vertical event through different activities and inactivities. Each and every circumstances can
be used as a context of surrender and your focused intention will bring about the most supportive
context, recognized through heartfelt resonance. You are thus invited by your own heart to design
the remaining days of this separated life in a way that supports the reconnection to your own
vibrations, as well as their acceleration and expansion. Very soon, we will find ourselves together
in Beingness, celebrating the True Life through our pristine, eternal Light Bodies. As unbelievable
as it might sound, don‘t waste your energy believing it or not believing it. Instead, start living this
truth now !
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1303998
United States
3/30/2011 8:57 PM
Quoting: Being * gnieB 1189285

Absolutely
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 753268
United States
3/30/2011 9:56 PM

I have not read all the above piece yet, by Alexis, but I have to make a little correction. Our central
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sun is Alcyone, not Sirius. But otherwise on skimming this looks good. I will re read tomorrow in
more detail
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 775141
United States
3/31/2011 9:12 AM

Interesting GLP discussion. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Being * gnieB
User ID: 1189285
United States
3/31/2011 3:51 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I tend to agree with Alcyone as well...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 951523
United States
3/31/2011 4:20 PM

the Sirians have however wanted dominion also over this planet, because the anunnaki of Nibiru
blew up a sun in that system, and a planetary people were destroyed who lived on the surface of
their planet. Their souls were brought to this planet to continue their evolution, and much of this
was though Egypt and some of you who really resonant with Egypt, this could be WHY.
The Twelfth Imam
Sip....Ahhh
User ID: 1301815
United States
3/31/2011 8:30 PM
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The sea takes the rest...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofvGzV4mWKw&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U66qW7kBVnM&feature=player_embedded
Jamesbo
User ID: 1291054
United States
4/1/2011 1:05 PM
the Sirians have however wanted dominion also over this planet, because the anunnaki of Nibiru
blew up a sun in that system, and a planetary people were destroyed who lived on the surface of
their planet. Their souls were brought to this planet to continue their evolution, and much of this
was though Egypt and some of you who really resonant with Egypt, this could be WHY.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

It is my understanding that the Anunnaki of Nibiru from the Sirius system originated from The
Houses of Avyon (Pleaidians of pure Lyran descent) and Aln (reptilians of Orion descent). What is
their relationship to Thiaoouba?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 824370
United States
4/1/2011 3:17 PM

Quoting: Jamesbo 1291054

as far as I know, none. Not important anyway except as history which may or may not be covered
in the the Urantia Book part 2, some years yet down the road. I know I have read some history
from ANu, his version anyway, but I don't want to go look it. We need to forward from where we
are now.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 763294
United States
4/2/2011 8:46 PM

I am thinking the wave is beginning to manifest more fully. There are several threads currently
where people are complaining on headaches and lots os wierd stuff and pressures of varying sorts
the last few days. Yesterday also an unexpected solar storm came in. I never saw it on stereo etc.
The bz is down of course from it.
Ossiel
User ID: 646356
United States
4/2/2011 11:19 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1326532
Portugal
4/3/2011 1:51 PM

Quoting: Ossiel
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1291054
United States
4/3/2011 2:45 PM
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1326467
Portugal
4/3/2011 8:26 PM
NIP, perhaps you could link to todays threads about this "sound". At least 2 of us heard it LOUD in
Portugal and Australia, 2 hours apart.
:)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
GLP abounds with BLING
User ID: 758529
United States
4/3/2011 8:49 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1326467

I saw them. There have been MANY threads of this sort plus what people are sensing and feeling.
I think the one in Australia though was heard on the 29 or 30. I did notice the additional posting in
that thread today. Here's your post which has the link to the Australian post. I was not sure if that
person meant they heard it again today or not.
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 4/3/2011 9:01 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1327992
Canada
4/4/2011 3:20 PM
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